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Provisional president Huerta, after

REBELS CAPTURE

TO

IN

FALLS

SINALOA

LITTLE RESISTANCE
REVOLUTIONISTS

BILL WILL

DO. MORE DARK

Tli

ClIY
WITH

OWEN

Ima

A SEACOAST

MAZATLAN

de La Lama's resignation, stnt him a
expressing
long friendly cablegram
his confidence and reliance on Senor
anu urging him' tu con
de La
tinue as minister of finance.
Senora de La Lama, with her five
sons, will remain at Lausanne,
A
where two of the boys are at
school.
The interest due In April on the
Mexican debt ia said to he already SO DECLARES W. C. VAN ANTin hand.
It amounts to $730,000.
WERP, GOVERNOR OF NEW
Senor de all Lama uas also begun
YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

GOOD

:

FEBRUARY

ward D. Tittman or any of his assistants looking to the removal from- office of Coui$j School Superintendent
Benjamin Sanchez, but that a very
effort
strenous
unofficial
from
sources to compel such action will be
made at once were the developments
today in the Socorro county muddle which arose when the district attorney recently filed., proceedings to
remove A B. Baca from the office of
county assessor, for alleged malfeasance in office.
It becamo definitely known today
that an, attorney of Socorro who ia
not an office holder, has prepared a
presentment charging Superintendent
Sanchez with having failed to comply
with the. law by reason of the fact
thai, (he has never filed with the
proper authorities a certificate as to
his competency to fill tie position to
which he' was elected. This presentment will be tendered tomorrow
morning to Assistant District Attorney
M. J.,Helmk'k, who will toe asked to
take official action looking to the removal of Mr. Sanchez from office.
If, as there is reason to believe will
be the case, Mr. Helmlek should de
cline to take action as requested, the
attorney ho; prepared the statement
will go dteect, to the court and in an
unofficial capacity will endeavor to
get Judge M. C. Mechem to take cognizance of the proceedings. What action the court will take in the premises 'jannot at this time be forecasted.

to
negotiations to raise $3,000,000
meet the July interest payments.
Constitutionalist Official In Paris
OWN
DISCIPLINE
HAS ITS
PORT
IMPORTANT
AN
IS
Juan Sanchez Azcona, secretary of
state under Venuatlano Carranza, "and
MARKET
BIGGEST
WILL ENABLE the envoy of the cototitutionaUBt COUNTRY'S
ITS POSSESSION
PLACE'S RULES MORE EFTO INleader, arrived here todajy from
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
America.
FECTIVE THAN LAWS
CREASE IMPORTS
"Rurope does not seem to understand the extent and character of the
HUERTA RESUMES ACTIVITY Mexican revolution," he said, "and it
GOVEIMNTjlAS IIGTIUS
is my purpose to inform the people
here Just what the revolutionists are FINANCIER
T SHOULD
SAYS
SENDS WORD TO HIS GENERALS
trying to do. It is not my object to
AFTER
LOOK
CAPITALIZATO BEGIN MORE DETERMINCarreplace the representatives' of
TION AND FLOTATION
.
ED WARFARE
ranza in London or Paris. I am going to Berlin later on."
W. C. Van AntWashington, Feb.
Nogales, Ariz.,' Felix 5. Mazatlan,
Constitutionalists Resume Work
an important seacoast port in , the
werp, a governor of the New York
Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico, Feb. 5.- -' stock exchange, today told the senstate of Sinaloa, fell into the bands
The
lifting of the embargo on the ex- ate banking! committee that the Owen
of Carranza's rebel forces today, acof arms from the United bill for the
portation
In
received
to
information
government regulation of
cording
caused great activity among stock exchanges would do more harm
States
sources.
from
rebel
Sonora,
Nogales,
Genthan good and tLait the enforced inThe rebels had been investing the constitutionalist military chiefs.
Carranza's headquarters here corporation would destroy America's
eral
some
for
time,
captured
having
city
were flooded today with telegrams
primary market place. The discipliCuliacan, the state capital, several
is north of from arms manufacturers in many nary power of e New York exchange
weeks ago. Culiacan
of the world. The propositions over its' member,, based on
"just and MAN IS MURDERED;
Mazatlan, and it was used by the reb- parts
els' as a supply base for their attack
equitable principles of trade," he
on Page Four)
(Continued
Mazatlan.
was a stronger restraint than
ia
federal
the
said,
troops
upon
BODY IS HIDDEN
could be provided by- - law.
The federals had taken the larger
Mazaout
of
were
to
the
the
If
of
their
adopt
troops
exchange
portion
detlan and sent them to the defense of
FAILED TO regulations of the Owen Bill, he bilwhich
clared 13 billions of stocks and 13
ROBERT MERCER KILLED WHILE
they evidently
Cuaynias,
lions o bonds would immediately be
WORKING AS BUILDING
thought the rebels would first attempt
to invest. This weakened the garrilists
and
withdrawn
the
from
exchange
TIMEKEEPER
A
SICK
HAN
CURE
son to such an extent that the rebel
would cease to be a market of iminvestiture was comparatively easy,
portance. He added, however, that
Cleveland, O., Feb. 5. Mrs. Jennie
R. Mercer left for her home in Pittscapitalization
although much hot fighting is said to
organization,
listing,
CONGRESSMAN
EftcMNER DIED
have accompanied the fall of the port.
and flotation of securities was a mat- burgh today with the body of her HusTODAY AT SANATORIUM IN
atin
used
the
ter for government regulation.
The rebels
artillery
band, Robert E, Mercer, murder and
BALTIMORE
"It is a duty that clearly belongs robbery victim, whose body was found
tack, and their Ehells shattered many
to the government," said he, "and the buried under tbe new city hall here
of the buildings in the town. The
Gunn
Baltimore, Feb.
stock exchange will rejoice when the yesterday. Lf':?naiix Matowitj of
rebels had the advantage of protect-ing.hnimember of congress from
undertake that refrpoma-bility.- " th Cleveland -- Wf
in. the attack, and .the federal Bremner,.
4eft to-- government
Se'vehtIiTew Jersey", district afid edit
serious.
Stannot
was
warrant
Norman
for
gun fire
day with a
or of the Passaic Daily Herald, died
Mazatlan is the home of many rich
The stock 'exchange rule against ley, aged 23, under arrest at Wheeling,
today of cencer at a local sanatorium manipulation, he said, was more W. Va., charged with Mercer's murSpaniards and Mexicans. The fall of where
radhe had been
and was administered In a der.
the town will result in placing many ium treatment since undergoing
December. sweeping
last
A woman was under surveillance toeffective manner than any
more
far
people with money In a position where He had been
from the dissuffering
to
to
contribute
forced
done
could
the
be
be
post day in connection with the murder.
by
thing that
they may
ease for four years.
master general. Mr. Van Antwerp de Mercer was a timekeeper on the new
the constitutionalist cause. Mazatlan
Mr. Bremner was 39 years old. Mr.
is a port from which much shipping
clared that the Owen bill would only city ball work, and Stanley a night
came to a sanatorium to try
Bremner
is done. It is also the nome of many
exchanges in the United watchman.
the radium treatment after physicians paralyzeand leave those in Canada and
States
fishermen, and its cargoes go not onin this country and Europe had vainly
ly to Mexican but to California ports. tried to cure him. It was found that Europe free to carry on business.
TO VOTE ON LIQUOR
The capture of Mazatlan places the
"It is a mistake to suppose that
the disease had made such inroads on we
Feb. 5. Official registraChicago,
he
the
said,
first seaport in the possession of the
stock
of
exchange,"
him that little could be done to help
rebels. For months the Carranzistas
"are here in opposition to anything tion figures announced today by the
him and that the fight against death
have battled for the possession of
that you may do to help up or to help election commission show that 158,026
would be made with all the odds
most
Sonora's
the public with which we deal. We women registered in the various wards
important
Guaymas,
him. Tubes containing $100,-00against
are not in opposition; we axe here to Tuesday. The revised totals show a
seaport, without! avarf.
worth of radium were applied to
assist in any such good work, and es- gain of 4,723 over tbe police returns.
the
growth.
Newly registered women voters are
we want to put an end,, as
Federals Renew Campaign
For a time the patient seemed to pecially to all forms of
asked today to sign a 'petition
being
Mexico City, Feb. 5. A circular of
manipulation
you do,
his
of
members
and
family
improve
seeking to bring the saloon question
on the stock exchange."
instructions was issued today by Prothe belief that
expressed
to a vote in Chicago at the spring
frequently
to
the
visional President Huerta
would recover. A few days ago
Under the law, the petition,
election.
'
chiefs of all army divisions and gov- he
MAIL CARRIERS QUIT
sick man was seized with k sinkthe
to
a place on the ballot, must
obtain
ernors of states. It recites that the
Washington, Feb. 5. Parcel post in be filed
From that time on, he
spell.
tomorrow night with at
ing
by
active
more
a,
has
begun
west
government
the mountainous country of the
In his
last
weaker.
grew
valid
steadily
least
73,003
signatures attached.
so great that mail car
campaign against the rebels, and
of suffering Mr. Bremner in lias become
days
obextreme
that
contracts.
diligence pe
urges
sisted that he would get well. He de riers are abandoning their
served in giving all possible protecof Idaho today urged
Senator
Brady
DEPARTURE IS DELAYED
to
to
back
wanted
clared
he
that
go
tion to
foreign as
Los Angeles, Feb. 5. Because arto fight for a bill to have a the postoffice committee to take steps
congress
well as native, removing them when
government-ownerangements could not be completed
rauitim institute, SO' to give them relief.
necessary, from the zone of operathat this mineral could be at the dis
today to christen Baby Nona Martin,
tions.
of the rich and poor alike.
granddaughter of William G. McAdoo,
posal
Proves Wilson's Sincerity
STRIKE IS
Mr. Bremner's election to congress
secretary of the treasury, the deparDr. Ignacio Alcocer, acting minister
ture today of the federal reserve or'
was accomplished while he lay in bed
of the interior, in commenting on the
ill. He did not make a speech. The
ENDED BY A08EEBENT ganization committee for Texas has
raising of the embargo on arms by election is said to have been a tribute
been deferred. The secretary said he
the United States, said it was proof to his
was not superstitutious and the christhe
before
On
the
night
pluck.
of the sincerity of President Wilson,
then gover- MINERS AND OPERATORS AGREE tening was set for tomorrow, after
President
Wilson,
elction,
since for a long time nobody had been nor of New
which Secretary McAdoo will leave for
Jersey, reached Passaic
TO ASIDE BY U. M. W. A.
ignorant of the fact that there had and made a speech for Bremner.
El Paso, where the next, hearing of
DECISION
.been undisguised tolerance in the
bankers will be held.
matter of Introducing arms and amKansas City, Feb. 5. Mines of the
munition across the border. He said
Central Coal and Coke company at
WILL
TRY
FLY
TO
the
revolutionists,
aid.
not
would
it
'
:
HH
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC
Huntington, Hartford and Bonanza, 4
but, on the other hand, the Mexican
'
down a week ago
shut
wuMi
IN
Ark,
CONGRESS.
TODAY
"since
it,
would
profit by
government
"
when 1,000 miners struck, reopened
New York, Feb. 5. The sue- it presents a happy opening to make
cess
Wanamaker's
of
Rodman
today with a full force of men. Charles
the
country
known the power which,
the At- in
boat
Keith, president of the company, said
flying
crossing
Washington, Seb. 5. Senate: Met
possesses."
4? under the terms of a settlement reachin
ocean
laatic
a
the
flight
single
at noon.
Dr. Alcocer said he hoped in
ed last night both strikers and comwill depend almost entirely on
near future Mexico would have amicHearing on bill to regulate, stock
to
aviators
its
motor,
pany had agreed to abide by tbe de- exchanges continued before the bank
according
able relations with the United States
4r cision of a committee appointed by
ing committee.
because right and justice were bound 4r and aeroplane constructors who
the United Mine Workers of America . House: .Met at 11 a. m.
today let it be known that other
to prevail. The federal capital was
4 machines were either in process 4 to investigate the controversy.
Resumed debate en. Alaska railway
quiet today.
The men struck on the ground that bill.
of designing or building with a 4
the operators bad refused to respect
4 similar object in view.
De La Lama Resumes Office
Secretary Bryan discussed Ralter
o the district arbiter up- Asiatic exclusion bill before immigradecision
a
4
Club
of
4
Ihe
Aero
Through
La
de
5.
Adolfo
Lama,
Paris, Feb.
holding tbe claims of four miners for tion commit fee.
who in' January resided his position 4 America Mr. Vnnamaker last
4 compensation far a period of enforced
H.
Glenn
announced
that
as
night
Mexican
Delegation of retail merchants urgminister of finance,
as
idleness.
ed .interstate trade commission and
a protest against Provisional rresl-den- t 4 Curtl-s- was building to his order
in
Iluerta's decree suspending the 4 an immense
publicity of big business affairs before
which aiattempt would be made 4
MAY REMOVE SANCHEZ
commerce committee.
payment of interest on the Mexican
5. That no
Out of respect to tbe memory of
Socorro,
national debt, decided toc!ny to return 4 this summer to cross the Atlan- to Mexico to serve again as minister 4 tic.
steps have been taken or are iu con- the late Representative Bremner no
4,
4,
of 'finance.
templation by District Attorney Ed business was considered.
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STRIKE

PROBERS

TO BEGIN WORK
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HE

hydro-aeroplan-

DEPUTIES LEFT A

Mi

A DEAD

,

BEHIND

which "Old Hickory" located the UniHOUSE

MINING COMMITTEE

PARES
RADO

PRE-

FOR TRIP TO COLOAND MICHIGAN

HEARINGS

WILL

BE

HELD

ted States treasury on Pennsylvania
avenue. There was a dispute as to MICHIGAN MINER DESCRIBES OFwhere it should bo.
FICERS VISIT TO WORKERS'
j
"Put it here" Jackson is credited
!
BOARDING. HOUSE
with having said, as he plunged the
end of the hickory stick Into ' .the
ground where tne building now stands. DID'
NOT
SEE
SIIjTIKS

DENMARK TREATY SIGNfcD
HANCOCK AND DENVER ARE THE
Washington, Feb. 6. Secretary of HE SAYS THE MEN CAME TO THE
State Bryan today signed a peace
PLACE TO ARREST HIMSELF
CITIES SELECTED AS SITtreaty with Denmark providing for the
TING PLACES
AND OTHERS
j
submission of any question In dispute
to a commission which Is ullowed a
'ITCEATS
period of one' year for examination EE
,

mmrn
WORKERS

of

AND

COLORADO

victoiy

EMPLOYERS

DECLARE

IN

THEY

WILL WIN

MZh ;?3

-

and report' Constantin Brun, the
'
Danish minister, signed the treaty
DENIES CHARGE THAT HE SAIO
for his own government. So far eight
HE WOULD "FIX" A COMsuch convictions have been signed, hut
PANY GUARD
none has yet been submitted to the
senate.

i

'

Washington) Feb.

5.

Members
of
who will

the house mining committee,
Investigate strike conditions

In Mich-

igan and Colorado, will leave Washington tonight. The Michigan subcommittee, headed by Representative
Taylor, will go to Hancock, Mich.,
and begin the investigation there Monday morning.
Foster and the
Representative
Colorado
will proceed
to Denver and map out its program
after reaching there.
Both Sides Confident
Trinidail, Colo., Feb. 5. A lull has
fallen over the strike district of
southern Colorado, and in prepara
tion for the forthcoming congressional investigation, union leaders and
mine operators are alike engaged In
collecting evidence In support of their
respective claims. Counsel or the
operators and the union both declare
that the fullest investigation is desir
able.
The operators contend that the
striken is broken, that iHore coal la
now being mined than can be msriiet- ed and declare that the congressional
probe will only prolong the controversy. At union headquarters and In
the strikers' colonies throughout the
district there is the utmost confidence
that the union's claim for recognition
will follow
the investigation.

Federation to Assist
Denver, Feb 5. Members of the
executive board of the Western Federation of Miners arrived in Denver
today to attend the regular
meeting of the board. It was announced that the subjects to be discussed were the regular routine matters of the federation,! dealing with
individual members and local unions,
and the Michigan copper minors'
strike.
Just what steps will be taken in
connection with the latter subject
were not forecast by the officials, but
it was understood that methods of
expediting the work of the congressional Investigation in Michigan would
be the chief topic of discussion.
semi-annu-

WILSON

OPPOSED TO

THE CANAL STATUTE

.

'

CANE

dent
It Is said to be the same stick with

AT ONCE

d

8KMS

JACKSON'S

Washington, Feb. 5. Andrew Jackson's famous hickory Btik, was presented to President Wilson today by
viator Thompson, in Ibehalf of Levi
Ludlam of Wichita, Kansas, .who got
it from a friend of the former presi-

ANNOUNCES HE WILL HAVE CONGRESS REVOKE THE FREE
TOLLS CLAUSE

SECOND SOLDIER
Trinidad, Cold., Feb. 5.

DIES

The second
death within 24 hours among the state
troops in the strike district occurred
this morning when Private James
aged 27, of Company A, First
Infantry, died of acute laryngitis at
Camp San Rafael after a week's illness. McDonald enlisted recently in
Denver and formerly wasi a member
of the Seventh regiment, United
States regulars.

BRYAN URGES NO
DE

ACTION

TAIN

TELLS HOUSE COMMITTEE
NORE

TO

n

5.
Feb.
Washington,
Secretary
Bryan urged the house immigration
committee today to take no action on
the Raker bill for the exclusion or
Asiatic immigrants., Diplomatic nethe
between
United
gotiations
States and Japan over the California
land laws ana the wnole
'
MAY AVOID SUITS
question of Asiatic exclusion was dis
cussed at length behind closed doors.
Washington, Feb. 5. Attorney CetThe secretary bound republicans and era! McReynolds and E. J. Justice,
democrats alike to secrecy.
special assistant in charge of the
It was generally nnderstooj that prosecution ef California oil land
the wishes of the state department cases, conferred today with Oscar
would be respected and that no effort Sutro and A. .E. Bolton, Californians
would be made to press the bill be- interested in the litigation. Thousands
fore the committee at this time.
of acres depend on suits begun to reSecretary Bryan told the committee cover oil lands, Which the government
that unless some untoward circum claims were illegally acquired by pristances arose he hoped for an amic- vate owners.
able adjustment of the Japanese QuesMr. McReynolds listened to suggestion. Any agitation in congress at tions designed to terminate tbe court
this time, he declared, would be most proceedings. In the courts, he eaid
unfortunate.
later, it would take many years to
Representatives Raker and Hayes get final settlements' and if the govof California were the only members ernment can regain the oil lands by
of the committee inclined to oppose other methods, he probably would conthe wish of the secretary that action sent
in the matter be indefinitely
postMUST CONSERVE FUNDS
poned. Others readily agreed that
Washington, Feb. 5. First hearlii3
nothing ehotild be done which would
on tbe subject of suitable charges for
in any way embarrass the administrafree services, said to be wortn
tion
of $15,000,000 a year, which tbo
interstate commerce commission has
CHIEF IS ACQUITTED
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 5. Martin found tbe large railroad systems perFlanagan, former police chief, and form for great industrial plants, with
Fred Turner, detective, were adjudged unlawful discrimination against smallnot guilty of accepting a bribe by a er concerns, will be held here Februjury in the circuit court today. They ary 12, 13 and 14.
The commission has announced that
were indicted on a charge of sharing
in a $1,000 bribe given by a woman of in connection with the request of the
to
the underworld. Undoubtedly they eastern railroads for authority
ta
will go to trial on other indictments make a five per cent increase
freight rates, the railroads must take
charging the same offense.
steps to properly conserve tlie,'r revenues.
COOKS AND WAITERS
.

ca3

anti-alie-

n

.

Washington, Feb. g. President Wilson announced today tjiat he would
use every legitimate influence at bis
n
disposal to have repealed the
CO CN A 37RKE
of the Panama canal act exempting American coastwise vessels
Chicaao. Feb. 5. Cooks, wait- from the payment of tolls.
4?
he
ers
that
ctear
it
and waitresses employed in
The president made
a big Randolph street restaurant
was unalterably opposed to the exwalked out today because their
emption and that his position had
been perfectly well understood for I' demand i bil not Ifcn r in cl
Tbe tmton ofucials said the
some time. He emphasised that he
etrike would extend to ::r res- would endeavor to have the provision
'1 d
taxi i
i
e n
h wi
repealed during the present cession
ii i i i
4 tail' ipt Ref ii rs "
c.f congress.
This was to clear up tDe impres- 4 less ' 3 n i it
(ft
for !
sion which Senator O'Gorman of New
hou-- s "
c
('
oi
York, an advocate of the exemption,
in eomivied v. i :h.
gave after a White Tfotise conference
A ' i
e
yesterday to the effect that th toll
i
tbo
controversy would be crowded ov.t of
1 c
tbe
c
!
of
n
'
'
calendar
and
present
the legislative
t
to f en e u i
session by tbo trust Mils and appro,
stri
priation measures-- if a sliot session
4 4 v 't
were conlemplaicd.
pro-isiio-

IG-

IMMIGRATION LEGISLATION NOW

5. Job
Mloh.f Fe1.
Houghton,
Stimac, a striking copper minor, tes
tified during the entire morning' session of the Zeberville murder trial
today. He was one of the two men
the deputies on trial went to a miners' hoarding house to arrest, the visit
resulting in the clasn in which two
strikers were killed.
The witness testified that he did
not see the actual shooting, hut be
saw one dead and three wounded men
lying in the house after the deputies
had left He denied that either be
or John Kollan had made any threats
to "fix" Humphrey Quick, a watchman, when the latter warned them off
a mining company's property. lie
the watchman bad threatened to kill them with a tlub if they
persisted in using the path across
the company property.
On
counsel for
the defense inquired at great length
into the movements cf Stimac and
Kollan prior to their clash with Quick-Stimac said they had gone to South,
:v
fin n e to rfraw f!'e;F ps.'a
He Uid litl iviitntf
iiow lii- jl
they had had to drink, but ad milted
tbety had helped consume two
of beer.
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FIXED

or seek scholarships for money or
other things of value in this state, it
shall be necegsary for such Schools
to apply to and receive from the state
board of education u permit.
schools applying for the
same shall keep the state board informed as to their representative au
thorized to solicit students and collect
money for such school In the state of
New Mexico.
The application to the state board
of education shall set forth the name
of the school seeking such permit,
Its location, the number of instructors
employed In such school, the subjects
included in each course, the requirements for the completion of each
course, and such other information
as the board may require.
Corre-Bponden-

BY THE STATE
IARD
FOR BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS
COLLEGES SET BY THE
EDUCATORS

Santa Pe, N. M., Feb. 5. Two important matters disposed of by the
state board of education 80 far at
their meeting this week, have to do
with the duties of the county superintendents in visiting the schools .of
their respective counties, and the oth
"CASCABETS" ALWAYS
s
er prescribes the regulations for
colleges and correspondence
schools which the law of 1913 makes
STRAIGHTEN YOU UP
it the duty of the board to fix.
According to Section 20 of Chapter
97 of the Laws of 1903, It is the duty WHEN CONSTIPATED,
HEADACHY
of the state board ot education to preBILIOUS, STOMACH SOUR
scribe the number of times a county
BREATH BAD
superintendent must visit every district In his county yearly. This action Get a
box now.
fy the state board had never been You men and women who can't get
taken so far as known, and at its feeling
rightwho have headache,
meeting yesterday, the board decided coated tongue, (foul taste and foul
that hereafter it should be the duty breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bilof the county superintendent in each ious, nervous and upset, bothered
county to visit each district under with a sick, gassy, disordered stomhis jurisdiction at least once a year.
ach, or have backache aud feel worn
Regarding correspondence schools out
,
and business colleges, the board deAre you keeping your bowels clean
cided to issue to business colleges a
with. Cascarets, or merely forcing a
credential certificate a a cost of $10,
passageway every few days with
and correspondence schools doing buscathartic pills or castor oil?
iness in the state will pay a fee of salts,
Cascarets work while you sleep;
$25 annually where no more than one
remove the sour,
man is canvassing for the school with cleanse the stomach,
food and foul
fermented
undigested,
$5 for each additional solicitor.
excess
bile from the
the
take
gases;
In accordance with Chapter 77 of
out of the system all
the Laws of 1913, the board1 adopted liver and carry
waste matter and
the following resolution regarding the the constipated
bowels.
the
in
poison
such
of
requirements
expected
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
schools:
box
out by morning a
you
That the state board of education
store will keep your
from
any
drug
a
for
the
of
teachers'
issuance
provide
certificate to be known as the busi stoma,ch sweet; liver and bowels regness college certificate which shall ular, and head clear for months.
contain the same branches and the Don't forget the children. They love
same percentages as the present coun- Cascarets because they taste good
ty first grade certificate and in addi never gripe or sicken. Adv.
tion thereto all the branches found in
any one of the full courses of a standard business college.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
That the state superintendent of
public instruction be authorized by
this board to inspect all the business
W. P.
Santa Fe, Feb.
colleges in this state at least once a
HImes of Company G, N. M. N. G.,
to
cover
the
such
year,
inspection
course of study, length of term, num- has been appointed on the Albuquerber and qualifications of teachers, etc., que board of control, vice Captain
and If all the regular teachers in such Hunter resigned on account of leavbusiness college are fpund to be Bold- - ing the state.
Notaries Named
era of the above prescribed certifiNotaries public were named by
cates and if the course of instruction
offered in stenography and bookkeep- Governor McDonald yesterday as foling In such schools cover a period of lows: J. S. Anderson, Rosweli; J. M.
not less than six months, and If the Dillard, Carlsbad1; Blanche Bruns,
text books used in connection with Nara Visa.
January Collections
such subjects taught are of
The tax collections for January are
and satisfactory character for the presentation of such subjects and If in all being reported to the office of the
other respects such business colleges traveling auditor, and the three coun
are found to be equal to the standard ties which reporter this mornmg
business colleges of the country, then made splendid showings. They were
it shall be the duty of the state board as follqws:
Dona Ana county, 1910 and prior,
of education to Issue to such business
colleges a paper entitled business col- $14.95; 1911, $12.99; 1912, $220.35;
lege credential which shall extend of- 1913, $26,717.
McKinley
county. 1912, $33.82;
ficial recognition to the work of such
coleges and confer all the right and 1913, $43,735.90.
Mora county, 1910 and prior, $10,-- !
privileges provided by law.
1911, $798.87;
1912, $1,270.00;
219;
state
the
In order that
superintendent of public Instruction may te as- 1913, $33,855.01.
Suit in United elates Court
sisted in the making ot proper inspecA suit was filed In the United States
tion of such schools it is hereby required that a syllabus of any course district court by T. Y Wilson and
offered in such schools, copies of text Ben F. Gooch, representing the firm
books used In connection therewith of Wilson & Gooch, plaintiffs, vs. G,
and copies of examination questions F. Patterson of Elk City, Okla,, ask
used in testing a student's proficiency ing damage in the sum of $3,391.06.
in such course shall upon demand be The plaintiffs allege that the defend
submitted to the state superintendent ant failed to take certain live stock
of public Instruction and that all ex- under contract.
New Federar Wardens
amination papers written by students
T. S. Palmer, assistant chief of the
in such schools shall for a period of
one year be kept on nle and open to biological survey, and interested in
inspection by the state superintendent the new federal regulations covering
of public instruction or by any mem- migratory birds, in a letter to the
ber of the state board of education or state game warden, encloses comfls-sion- s
for six federal game wardens in
the authorized representative of such
board.
the state as follows: Blanche Clou- That. It may be lawful for any
thier, Springer; Emmet Wirt, Dulce;
school, business college or Antonio C. Ortiz, Albuquerque; T. A.
"commercial
or other Huisey, Columbus; Frank N. Page,
department
schools to solicit correspondence work Puerto de Luna; Miles W. Burford,
bus-Jnse-

eorra-Bponden-
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Silver City. Ho also states that A. C.
Cooper of the department will shortly arrive in New Mexico to assist in
the work here, Mr. Cooper will be
stationed at Carlsbad, but will stop
lri Santa Fe en route there.

REAL ESTATE MEN IN SESSION
VALUE OF PROPER SPELLING
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 5. Tampa ex
tended a hearty welcome to the visit Attribute Highly Valued In Commerors gathered here from all parts of
cial Life, and Is a Sens to
Of
Be Developed.
the country today for the winter social session of the National Associa
Good spelling and intelligent punction of Real Estate exchanges. The
T
are the accomplishments that
A heavy cold in the lungs that was attendance at the gathering Is unsual-l- tuation
aiiMiJ'
women drawmany
keep
the
has
been
to
cure
itself
midand
north
expected
large. From the
in
as
salaries
stenographers
good
dising
cases
of
in
many
starting point
dle west many of the delegations ar- downtown offices. The manager of a
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
course Is to take frequent doses of rived in special cars. For the visit typewriting office from which are sent
TOE "HE ELI
I
SyRTJP. ing real estate dealers and the la hundreds of stenographers makes no HE APPEARS BEFORE JUDGE AND
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
disorder
of
the
It checks the progress
dies accompanying them elaborate en secret of the fact that good spellers
PLEADS GUILTY TO ASSAULT
and assists nature to restore normal tertainment has been prepared by the are scarce.
TO MURDER
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
"We had a customer come In the
men.
business
of
local
organizations
Co.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug
other day," said the manager, "who
automobile rides, excur
Luncheons,
Adv.
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 5. Jose
had evidently had a run of hard luck
a cripple, appeared before
sions to the orange groves and a sail in the
Chavez,
a
spelling line. He wanted
HIRAM MAXIM'S BIRTHDAY
across the bay to St., Petersburg will woman who could spell. 'No matter Judge Raynolds ln chambers yesterLondon, Feb, 5. Sir Hiram S. Max- be among the features of the three if she's cross-eyeand has a hunch day afternoon and entered a plea of
on her back, he said, 'if she can spell guilty to a charge ot assault with
im, the famous machine gun inventor days' program.
and write an intelligent letter.' While intent to murder. Chavez, it Is set
MICHIGAN HORTICULTURISTS
and shipbuilder, entered upon his sevencase it
THAT Really WEAR
ty-fifth
Benton Harbor, Mich., Feb. 5. The this was a rather extreme
forth in the information filed by Dis
year today and was the
.
are beginning
that
shows
employers
meetof
midwinter
trict Attorney Vigil, In some manner ob
attendance
many
(congratulations.
recipient
upon the
over
careless
the
to grow impatient
The famous inventor is in good health ing of the Michigan State Horticultalned a revolver, entered into an al
of today."
You'ir be surprised or we
and shows few signs of his age. A tural society, which opened here to- spelling
Another office sending out many ste- tercation with another cripple, and
will to find a thin sock that
year ago he severed his connection day, is larger than for many yeas, nographers has a series of test letters took two shots at his fellow In afflicwith the shipbuilding firm of Vickers and an unusual amount of interest is prepared especially ' with spelling tion, one of the balls passing through
will wear without holes as
The catches for the unwary. Common the pants of aforesaid fellow. He
Sons, Maxim and Company, and has manifested in the proceedings.
long as any thick sock made.
since devoted himself to a stuay of meeting will continue two days and words, famous as pitfalls for careless was uninjured but Chavez was placed
these
ac
to
await
the
the problems of aerial navigation will be devoted to the practical dis- spellers, are strewn throughout
in
the
county jail,
letters. Fully half the apMillions of men are already
with a view of perfecting a military cussion of numerous problems of im- specimen
tion of the grand jury. He has now
put an extra e in separate;
plicants
some
desires
time
and
con
In
there
for
been
aeroplane.
portance to the fruit growers.
in many cases the e before the last
wearing no
Sir Hiram, although a naturalizd nection with the gathering there is a syllable in noticeable is misBing, while either to stay there, or to be sent to
You'll thank us for suggestBritish citizen, comes from an old fine display of fruits and vegetables. the correct placing of the l's in the the state penitentiary where h can
of
the
word Darallel reduces many
New England family, and was born
be cared for. This was the somewhat
ing them for they are a truly
to a state of discourage- unusual statement made to the court
applicants
In Maine, February S, 1840.
As a
Vanish
Away
.
.
"good thing."
V
ment
men ana women navjug iiwcuuvue,
mechanician and inventor he is rethis afternoon hy the district attorney
"Good spelling is a pretty sure sign
swollen
and
stiff
rheumatism,
joints
and seconded by Attorney Lawrence
garded as among the foremost of the are honestly
All grades from 25c
glad to know that Foley of mental alertness," said a business
time.
Since 1S83 he has made his Tftflnov Pills ar successful every man with several offices and many Lee who appeared for Chavez. The
Pure Thread Silk 50
home in England and has visited Am where in driving out these ills. That stenographers. "I find that if one of court objected to making use of the
a
are
Pilla
Is
a
so
because
Kidney
house'
and
good
is
on
as
business
alms
Foley
an
state prison
erica only occasionally
our stenographers
naturally
true medicine and quickly effective in speller she is Interested in the cor- stated. It was made plain, In fact,
Las VudflAoadinSfaro
trips.
all diseases that result rrom wean, in- rect
spelling and use of new words that Chavez, instead of being a crimIn early life he entered his uncle's active kidneys and urinary Irregulariattention in reading
unin Fitchburg, ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross that come to her Now as a matter
engineering works
of inal, was merely a cripple, of
in dictation.
or
Adv.
woe
Store.
tale
of
with
a
and
sound
Mass., where Ms Inventive faculties Drug
mind,
with
fact it is no small Job to keep up
one
began to develop. His first invention
the spelling of the hundreds of new that would make that of the
NEUTRALITY
Fred Ritter pleaded guilty to burgDEFEND
TO
SWEDES
with the hives, a
was an automatic mouse trap." In
armed
paper
hanger
words.
5.- of a phonograph from-aIf
Old AlbuFeb,
present
plans
Stockholm,
our
lary
and
has
attention
the
turned
his
oldest
the late '70s he
"Our
stenographer
Chavez, however,
comedy.
tomorrow
witness
litwill
saloon and was sentenced to
are
a
carried
out,
desk
querque
insensibilbest speller keeps on her
of
to electricity, and when he left the
condition
ameliorating
six weeks in the county jail. He has
precedent tle book not more than an inch thick,
United States In 1883 many regarded a demonstration wituout
ity to his bitter lot. He thinks jail
to
spellhisaids
more
first
poor
in
has
In
the
it
and
but
purpose
magnitude
already served about two months in
to
man
had
The
him as the peer of idison.
is
fare
good enough.
I've ever seen. She
ers
than
anything
20,000
On
of
that
Sweden.
day
jail.
tory
In 18S4 Mr. Maxim abandoned elec
but everybody be carried to and from the court
The court today sentenced John F.
are expected to arrive here doesn't use it much,Record-Herald.
room, being paralyzed from the waist
tricity and took up machine gun mak peasant
does."
else
Chicago
to
to
the
to a year to a year and a half
from
the
present
Foley
provinces
down.'1
ing, an Industry in connection with
in
the
penitentiary for robbery. Foley,
case
which his name is best known. The king and premier petitions in favor UNDERSTOOD ALL THE REST
The court's Inquiry into the
who has a wife and child in Chicago,
In
is
small works which he then establish of strengthening the navy and the
the
to
that
county
light
brought
pleaded guilty.
er in Holborn grew until the firm country's defensive forces. The chief On
One Comparatively Unimpo- even worse fix for caring for indigent
Only
to
demonstration
the
of
is
Harry P. Owen heard the evldenca
and pro- purpose
There
the
and
than
is
afflicted
employed 15,000 persons
city.
rtant Point Was the Juror
with
to
induce
in
the
the case of M. P. Stamm vs. the
government
comply
duced everything required in war,
is no poor house, or farm, and save
at Fault.
sefrom the tiniest weapon to a complete the popular demand for greater
for the indigent fund, which amounts Presbyterian sanitarium and the city
of Swedish neutrality in the
Tt ouita often happens that in ad to
about $400 a year, the county has of Albuquerque in which Stamm seek3
battleship. What Is tM regarded as curity
will de
no means of caring for such cases as to force the restoration of a street
the greatest of the Maxim inventions event of a war among its powerful dressing a jury, the lawyers
their appeals to the one member
is the automatic gun. This gun fires neighbors. For a long time past the liver
one. The court finally sentenced into the Terrace adidtion whlcn he
whn seems to them the most intern this
a
debates
matter
of
has
been
subject
can
and
loads
and
itself
to the county jail for six owns, and which was changed by tho
expel from
so doing Chavez
so far no definite gent. They consider that by
500 to 600 bullets a minute. Every in the Riksdag, but
him
lniiu
his
and
months, the charge having been sanitarium with the consent of the
thev can impress
bullet, thus expelled can penetrate action has been taken. The general ence upon the other members will be amended to assault and battery. This city some time ago. The matter ia
five men standing face to back in sentiment is strongly in favor of hav- valuable.
sentence, the court said, would tide pending in Judge Mechem's court
In a recent case, all the testimony the matter over until some means
ing an army and navy of such
file.
strength as to discourage the powers had been taken, the lawyers had could be found for caring for the Methodist
Minister
Recommends
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
from incubating war plans based on summed up and the judge had charged man.
Don't You Believe It
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
the iurv. when the juror who apSome say that chronic constipation the assumption that Swedish neutralMarion and Nathaniel Stone, 14 and writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Remcannot be cured. Don't you believe it ity cannot be defended successfully. peared the most intelligent, and to
Chamberlain's Tablets, have cured Belgium has bee Indued by the same whom hnth counsel had made their 15 years old, who pleaded guilty In edy has been a needed and welcome
of
others why not you? Give them a
impassioned appeal, arose, and stated Judge Craig's court this morning to guest inI our home for a number
highly recommend it to my
iim stealing two saddles from the Albu- years.
trial. They cost only a quarter. For motives to largely Increase her arm- that he wished the court to gi
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
ed strength and a similar agitation some information.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
querque Carriage company, reviewed trial in cases of colds, coughs and
leal"
is under way in Norway.
a
"I have been bothered grenf
their plea before Judge Raynolds this croup." Give Chamberlain's Cough
MEMORIAL TO SCOTT
FRENCH
h said, "about two words t.e 1?
afternoon. The court sentenced the Remedy a trial and we are confident,
ime- th
all
5.
beet
The
have
Scott
Feb.
using
Victims
Prostrate
Captain
yers
La Grippe Leaves Its
Paris,
you will find it very effectual and
boys to six months In the reform continue to use it as
cmrt
He
fulare
never
"What
of
Some victims
la grippe
they?" askeg
was
occasion requires
memorial, the cost of which
school
ex
at
the
t
and expecting to be called pon
Springer, suspending
for years to come, as many others
raised by private subscription in ly recover th healthisof the lungs, The
nlaln the meaning of iome wordp sentence during good behavior.- Judge have done. For sale by all dealers.
weakening.
persistent coughing
France, was unveiled today on the Col quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar lilts "res inter alios acta."
Raynolds talked seriously to the boys
French
de Lautaset in the
Alps, makes it valuable in severe la grippe
"Wbv the words that I don't know who
NEW SCANDINAVIAN LINER
promised to be good in future.
whither the British explorer went in coughs. F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind., the meaning of," said the juror, "are
who appeared in court
Their
seFeb. 5. The new
me
Copenhagen,
a
father,
with
left
"La
writes:
grippe
Ex
'defendant.'"
and
March, 1908, to make a test of the
and 'plaintiff'
vere
that
told the court that he Scandinavian-America- n
with
Foley's
line steamship
them,
Honey
cough
motor sleighs which he intended to Tar
cured, and I am back to my nor- change.
would see that in future their conduct Frederick VIII, which was launched
use in his dash to the South Pole. mal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
was good and that he believed they last May, was given a rousing fareAn Improving World.
The unveiling was conducted under Cross Drug Store. Adv.
now
realized the seriousness of the well today when she departed on her
Bostonian
A
somewhat
the auspices of the French Alpine
offense committed.
first voyage to New York.
of
score
ago
more
a
than
who
CAUGHT
THIEVES
years
CAR
club.
re
life
in
was
public
very
5.
Feb.
prominent
N.
M.,
Special
Albuquerque,
observed
Officer George H. Thomas of the marked recently: "I have
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
a change in the
interest
with
quite
People everywhere are talking of Santa Fe left last night for Grant
habits of men during the
the quick and fine results Foley county, where he will take charge of personal
25 years.
It used to be very
past
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheu- three Americans caught there yester common to see business and profes
matism, kidney and bladder troubles.
You can not take them into your sys- day by local officers and charged sional men, as well as those in public
tem without good results. That is be- with wholesale looting of freight cars. life and holding official positions,
cause Foley Kidney Pills give to the The men, whose names are unknown, wearing silk hats and Prince Albert
m mj or 4b mmg
kidneys and bladder just what nature are Americans and are held at Cen coats every day In the week, and if
cl
smoked
at
all
smoked
calls for to heal these weakened and
they
they
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A' COLD IN ONE DAT.
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and tral pending trial.
ears. Nowadays eilk hats are rarely
When caught they were In posses- seen on week days downtown, anyway,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Always remember the full name; Look
sion of some $400 worth of flour, and cigarette smoking seems to be
not
the
do
think
I
EXEMPTION CASE APPEALED
mer
other
the
and
for
this signature on every box. 25c.
lard, beer,
thing.
quite
provisions
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 5. The state chandise, which had been taken from new fashion is quite so dignified or
I
on
whole
the
today filed in the supreme court an four merchandise cars at Balrd. The manly as the old, but
am convinced the world is growing
appeal from the decision of Judge men carried off
everything loose better all the time."
l
district and deliberately wrecked the balance
Abbott of the
in regard to. the $200 exemption al- of the contents of the cars, cutting
Tobacco Habit Is Expensive,
lowed by law. It will be remembered sacks and wrappings and dumping Horse's
A Beverly teamster is lamenting the
that the decision of Judge Abbott, contents on the floors of the cars and fact that his horse has acquired the
held that the $200 exemption should out of the doors.
tobacco habit and he is wondering il
d
valuation
be taken off of the
his employer would "stand for" an exGas in the stomach or bowels Is a pense account.
on which taxes were paid, instead of
The horse, which started In one the
off the total cash value as the attor- disagreeablo symptom of a torpid
liver. To get rid of it quickly take habit by taking an occasional nibble
ney general had held in his opinion. HERBINE.
It is a marvelous liver of "fine cut," now expects a plug a
The title of the case is Jose Maria stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
day and the driver says the animal
Zamosa vs. Celso Lopbrf, treasurer and 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv. will "loaf on the
job" unless he recolector of Santa Fe county, and was
ceives that allowance.
!
CELEBRATE APPLE DAY
decided Monday in the local district
The habit has become an expenslv
court.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 5. Following one for the driver, and he declares ft
It i3 understood that the matter of a proclamation by Governor Lister has reached a point where he must
to1 i
"erroneous" tax levies in setting aside today for the celebration do one of two things, quit using
the
to
boss"
or
bacco
"the
himself
get
A'
Santa Fe county and city, will not be of "Apple day," thousands of resi- advance
money for the horse's Phare.
dents throughout the slate of Washtouched on in the appeal.
Boston Post.
ington sent presents of choice apples
Agent Changed
The Mountain St ates Telephone and to relatives and friends In other parts
"Rabbit Drives" Advocated. '
Telegraph today filed with the state of the country. In this city the variThe western farmer dislikes Wie
corporation commission notice of a ous women's clubs sold apples on the coyote, and a bounty Is ottered for
change of resident agent, J. B. Rey- streets, and the day was further ob- its pelt; the result is that the coyotes
nolds, Jr., of Albuquerque,' being the served with special exercises in the have greatly diminished. But, says
the Portland Oregonian, the kiliiig ot
new agent, succeeding A. D. Graham. public schools..
the coyotes has resulted in a great
Reduces Capitalization
increase
of rabbits; many experi
The John Becker company of Helen
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today filed with the state corporation
commission, an amendment to its articles of incorporation In which the
capital stock was reduced from $160,-00to $150,000. Joh.n Becker, Jr., of
Belon, is the agent for the company.
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ments have been made to diiiinisb
their number by inoculating them with
disease, but without satisfactory to
suits. Rabbit "drives" are th
only
sure remedy; 16,000 jack rabbits were
killed in one county in Oregon Is
this way last winter.
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Several of these house embassies,
San Francisco's Founder.
Mrs. Henderson is a strict vegetarian
The two hundredth anniversary of
and a temperance advocate. She has
the birth of Father Francis J. Serra,
the founder of San Francisco, will be
written a book on aletics, ana her
celebrated in that city and by many
vegetarian dinners, prepared toy a How to Avoid Those Paint anil Distress
TO
societies throughout the nahighpriced French chef, are calculat Which so Many Mothers Have Suff ered. Catholic
tion on November 24. Father Serra,
ed to make any one cease to long for
a Franciscan, was born in the Spansome hours, at least,
ish island of Majorca, in the MedBy Telling How Lydia E. Pink-ha- m the fleshpots for converts
to her
She has made many
iterranean, November 24, 1713. He first
Wegetable Compound theories, among the most notable be
went to Mexico, and reached the palace of the Montezumas on New Year's
Restored Her Health.
ing the former Chinese minister Wu
day, 1750. His first labors were among
Ting-FanMrs. Henderson was also
THEIR POSITION AS LEADEK3 IS
the Indians of the Sierra Gorda. He
GROWING STRONGER WITH
Miami, Okla.
"I had a female the first matron In Washington to rewas afterward superior of a band of
EACH SEASON
trouble and weakness that annoyed vive the classic dance. Her home is
in Lower California. Ho acpriests
arme continually.
I known as Boundary Castle. Its
the military expedition of
companied
tried doctors and all tistic interior is filled with evidences
Washington, Feb. 5. Possession of
Galvez into what is now the state of
medicine
of
kinds
5
office i no longer a stna qua nn of
of its owner's exquisite taste. Mrs.
California, and established the first
for several years
widmission at San Diego. At the time
social leadership in Washington. Once
vw li F
hnf nraa Mcf Mivuri Henderson has one son who is a
the
Declaration of Independence
the rich widow has come into her v
ower,
M
until I took Lydia E.
L
i
was being drafted in Philadelphia,
own socially, she Is courted, flatterMrs. Burton Harrison, known to
Pinkham's VegetaFather Serra and the three priests acworld as "Constance
ble Compound.
I the
ed, deferred to, and, m fact, is well
Tt in ft pity more women
companying him Were, on June 7,
1o not fcnow of
testimonial
most
hope my
Mother's Frteod. Here Is a remeily that softens
nigh supreme. Some of the finest
Cary Harrison," ia one of the
1776, founding a mission three thouenables
sufthem
will help other
to expand without
muscles,
houses in a city of fine houses are
feted women in society. Her elder the
any strain upon the ligaments and enables sand miles away on the present site
fering women to son, Fairfax Harrison, president of the women to go thrmieh maternity
without pain,
of San Francisco, which was named
presided over by widows, and invitanausea, morning sickness or any of tho dreaded
try your wonderful Southern
so familiar to many mothers.
symptoms
in
home
tions to the functions which these
makes
his
by thentf in honor of their order. He
Railway,
medicine."
Mrs.
There Is no foolish diet to harass the mind.
women give are eagerly Bought and Mary R. Miller, Box 453, Miami, Okla. Washington, while the younger, Fran- The thoughts do not dwell upon pain and suf- died on the 29th of August, 1784. at
Thousands ot
.
fering, for all such are avoided.
as much prized as those to the homes
cis Burton Harrison, now governor of women no longer resign themselves to the the age of seventy-onesickness and distress are natural.
that
Another
Found
Woman
thought
has
who
of cabinet officials, senators or amthe Philippines, was identified with They know better, for In Mother's Friend they
Health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Snipe, Bird of Mystery.
found a wonderful, penetrating remedy to
bassadors.
officialdom for several years, during have
They constitute the bul
banish all those dreaded exjierlenees.
little Is really known about the
Very
Is
Vegetable Compound.
It a subject every woman should be fnmt-liwhich he served in congress, reprewark of what is wnown in Washing
That he is extremely interestwith, and even though she may not require snipe.
Some years
"
Kansas.
Lindsborg,
such
she
a
will
now
and then roeef
ton as "resident society."
a New York city district. Mrs. some remedy, mother to whom
and sportsmen
a word In ing, both naturalists
I suffered with terrible pains in my senting
prospective
ago
time about Mother's Friend will come as a wonhe
is
It is a remarkable fact that, though side which I thought were inflammation, Harrison is a Virginian. Her husoand, derful
that
nobody
agree;
mysterious,
This famous reniedv Is soldi
blessing.
is also with a bearing down pain, backthe attitude of "resident society"
iurton Harrison, was at one time, by all druggists, snd Is only $1.00 'a bottleij who has attempted to make the slight'
is for external use only, and is really worth est
It
study of his ways and habits will
rather haughty, especially toward ache, and I was at times awfully ner- secretary to Jefferson Davis.
its weight In gnhl. Write
to the Brad,
Co., 127 Lamar Bldtf., Atlanta,
deny, for, like the wind, one cannot
the official contingent, the "residents" vous. I took three bottles of Lydia E.
Mrs. Thomas F. Walsh has only re Ga., Regulator
most
vuUmb'
for a
tell "whence he cometh, or whither
themselves are mostly descendants Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and cently doffed her mourning and begun
he goeth," neither can one say why
will
am
now
health.
I
enjoying good
to entertain again. Leaving the Walsh
(usually only one generation removed) be
prominent in Chicago before coming he comes or why he goes, says a writrecommend your medicine to
to
glad
of those who came originally in an
home, now occupied toy her
to Washington, where she is a com- er In Country Life. On a given bog
any woman suffering with female trouone
find plenty ot snipe today,
official capacity to the nation's cap ble and you may publish this letter." and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
paratively recent resident. Her daugh- and may tomorrow
hunt in vain for a
yet
ital.
Mrs. A. L. Smith, R. No. 3, Box 60, Eeale McLean, she leased another al- ter, the Countess
Gizyckl, frequntly single bird, and this even when no atOf the dozen or so widows whose Lindsborg, Kansas.
most as handsome, and the dinners assists In
dispensing the hospitality mospheric change has occurred. The
doings form the greatest interest of
If
you have the slightest doubt she has given this winter are among of the home which Mrs. Patterson more one studies this bird the more
society's chroniclers fully half are the that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- the most notable social affairs of the has erected near
one realizes how very little one really
Dupont Circle.
widows of men who served their coun ble Compound will
help you,write present administration. Mrs.' Walsh in Mrs. James W. Pinchot comes near knows about him. The snipe is
try in some capacity or other and who to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo. an intimate friend of Secretary of War er to having a political salon than unique in his habit of drumming, or
have found Washington too attractive (confidential) Lynn,Mass.,f or ad and MrB. Garrison, with whom she
bleating, as it is sometimes called.
any of the numerous
to leave it for their former homes, vice. Your letter will be opened, made a trip to Panama, and also of ia Washington.- Mrs.wealthy widows The means by which the sound is
Pinchot is produced is one of the most discussed
The others are rich colonists who read and answered by a woman,
and Mrs. Marshall, at bound up in the interests of her
son, subjects in ornithology.
formed part of the influx of million and held In strict confidence.
whose receptions this winter she has Gifford Pinchot, and his whole heart
aires which has been steadily pourEdward B. Is in the
assisted. Her
No Affidavits With This Story.
progressive party. All who
ing into Washington tor the past twen tune was derived from the old Fifth McLean, is the nephew of Mme.
profess that political faith are warmly
Someone, so the yarn goes, to illusty years and has been largely instru Avenue Hotel,' is the mother of the
wife of the Russian ambassa- welcomed and
trate the intelligence of the collie, tells
mental in transforming the nation's former
or the at the home on cordially entertained of one which was possessed with the
wife
Mrs.
of
and
Dewey,
dor,
in
Gifford
and
Scott Circle, erected
forester,
Pinchot,
desire to take his naps on a bed in a
capital from a wretchedly backward the official set for the past few years; admiral of the navy.
,
by Mr. Pinchot in preparation for his
certain room. Each time his master
and wholly unattractive city into thf but is now classed as a "resident."
Mrs.
Mrs. Stephen B. Elkins and
with
the southern girl caught himon the bed he would punmarriage
"show place" of the country.
and
two
are
prominent
whose tragic death caused him to be ish him. So effectual
If Mrs. Townsend can be called the R. R. Hitt
was, this that the
Mrs. John Hay and Mrs. Thomas
arbiter of Washington's society, Mrs. wealthy widows related by the recent come more or less of a recluse.
collie could often be found In that
'
.F. Bayard, each the widows of secretarand
Mr.
Mrs. Pinchot is widely known for room, to be sure, but sleeping innoDraper is its most successful giver of marriage of their children,
ies of state, are among the leaders in balls. Mrs. Townsend
to en Mrs. William F. Hitt. As Katherine her charities and has hosts of friends cently in some corner on the floor.
prefers
a social set, which comprises Mrs. tertain at
was the in all walks of life.
Her only daugh Suspecting him, his master put his
dinners, while Mrs. Draper Elkins the present Mrs. Hitt
William F. Draper, widow of a for can be
of
belle
Washington and the ter is Lady Alan Johnstone, wife of hand on the bed one day and finding
depended upon for both, sur greatest
it warm, he punished the collie again.
mer ambassador to Iltaly; Mme.
senator the' British minister to
the Nether The following day, missing the dog,
prises and delights at the big inncy apple of the eye of tne late
is
Hauge, the American widow of a for dress balls which she and her
she
lands, whose annual visits to Wash- he tiptoed up the stairs to the same
daugh from West Virginia. Although
mer Norwegian minister, and Mrs.
has ington are the occasion
ter, Miss Margaret Draper, give every now out of mourning, Mrs. Elkins
he
of much en room and entering stealthily
John B. Henderson, Mrs. Stephen B.
on December 26. 'lhese shown little disposition to resume the tertaining among the wide circle of found .the collie standing with his
year,
always
A.
Hanna and
Elkins, Mrs. Marcus
forepaws on the bed blowing on the
annual affairs are role of hostess, in which she was so "Nettie Pinchot."
Mrs. John A. Logan, all of them widlifehusband's
he had been lying, to
her
spotvwhere
successful
during
is
dressups. History
cool it off. From Elizabeth Goldows of men who served in the United always "period"some
when cos time.
ransacked
for
period
smith's "Toby, the Story of a Dog."
States senate.-- ,
Mrs. Hay's home in Sixteenth Street, THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
tumes were most picturesque, and
Mrs. Richard F. Townsend, a wealhus,
her
made
by
Mis. Draper and Miss Margaret and built from designs
Clean Streams.
thy Pennsylvania widow, who has their friends, array themselves in cos- band, is seldom opened for big funcClean streams throughout this state
FREE
made her home in Washington for tumes which
FiiOII
DANDSUFF
a
in
quiet
mean half a million dollars annually
duplicate those worn by tions, but she entertains
so many years that she is thoroughly some
saved to the commonwealth. A statefamous personage of the time. way all that is best In Washington
identified with its most influential Invitations
ment issued from the department of
for thesle functions are society. Her daughters, Mrs. Payne GIRLS! BEAUTIFY
YOUR .HAIR! fisheries shows these wardens mean
Wads-wortcircles, is generally regarded as "the"
and Intrigued for. Th fact Whitney and Mrs. James W.
prized
MAKE IT SOFT, FLUFFY AND
leader of society. Although no membusiness. They learned that the SusJr:, tooth of New York, upend
that Miss Draper besides being a very
LUXURIANT
quehanna was "badly polluted" and
ber of her own family held public ofcharming girl, is the richest unmarri much time with her.
searched the river from Williamsport
is
fice, she has recently become related ed woman in
Mrs.
of
A
Hay
near
neighbor
Washington, her person
Try as you will, after an application back through Sinnemahoning to its
to officialdom through her
al fortune being estimated at $6,000,-00- Mrs. Thomas F. Bayard, widow oi of
source. Then the offending manufacDanderine, you cannot find a single
Peter Goelet Gerry of New York and
turers were warned to quit
adds greatly to the social Impor- Cleveland's secretary of state. Mrs. trace of dandruff or
falling hair and deadly refuse into the water.sluicing
Newport, a member of the house. Mrs. tance of the household. Miss Draper Bayard, both as guest and hostess,
This
your scalp will not itch, but what will notice failing, prosecution was orThomas F. Walsh, another woman who is the
of frequently figures in the lists of so
aud name-satgoddaughter
please you most, will be after a few dered and enforced. This is one inis popular in all the "sets" here, came
the Dowager Queen Margherita of It- ciety dinners.
weeks' use, when you see new hair, stance of the good work being done to
to Washington 25 years ago witn her
has
Mrs. Marcus A. Hanna recently
aly, "the pearl of Savoy," and, like
fine
and downy at first yes but preserve a public utility. Philadelof
two
and
the
husband,
spent part
her protege, is noted for her collec- been joined by her daughter, Mrs.
new hair growing all over the phia Press.
really
the enormous fortune Mr. Walsh had tion of
year on her birth- Medill MoCormick, a dashing young scalp.
Every
pearls.
accumulated in western mines in
active
What He Meant.
day, Miss Draper receives from the matron, who has "gone in" so
A little Danderine immediately
erecting one of the handsomest houses queen dowager a wonderful pearl. ly for suffrage that she has accepted
In one of the downtown banks there
doubles
the
No
of
hair.
beauty
your
in the country and .in establishing
is an Irish policeman who, though
now form a string which she is the chairmanship of the congressional difference how
dull, faded, brittle and small in stature, is fully conscious
tliemslves in the. inner circle of Wash- They of
Association
National
of
memthe
committee
a
Her
fond,
father,
wearing.
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with of a sense of importance. A visitor
ington.
ber of the Massachusetts family of for Woman's Suffrage. The office is Danderine and
carefully draw it entered the bank the other day and
Mrs. Marshall Field and Mrs. Robert
by no means a sinecure, and it will
Drapers, also added to her
your
through
hair,
taking one small inquired for Mr. Jones. "Wint away,"
Patterson, two Chicagoans, who folpres strand at a time. The
which is now the finest In necessitate Mrs. McCormick'o
"Went
effect is im- apparently was the reply.
lowed the example of their fellow
Miss Draper has been ence in Washington mach of the time. mediate and
how
that?"
is
"Why,
away?
Washington.
protested
will
amazing your hair
townsman Leiter in locating here, do
the visitor. "He's been here for ten
has spent part of Society will thus have an opportun be
educated
light, fluffy and wavy, and have
a great deal of entertaining at func- every yearabroad,
wothe
once
moi
young
years." "I "tell ye, wint away," reand is expected by ity to meet
there,
inan
appearance of abundance; an
tions which are extremely attractive,
social wiseacres to become the wife man who, as Miss Ruth Hanna, was comparable lustre, softness and luxur- turned the Irishman. "Well, Is he
out of town? Will he be back soon?"
lime. Hauge, a Southern woman, Is of one of the three or four
foreign one of its greatest belles. Mrs. Hanna iance, the beauty and shimmer of true "I tell you, wint away. Can't ye unespecially popular with the diplomats. noblemen who have been attentive to enjoys entertaining.
derstand English?" "Oh! Window
hair health.
Mrs. James W. Pinchot, who wan Miss
widows who re
Two much-loveher.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'e A!" exclaimed the visitor as the light
Eno of New York, part of whose for- broke. Chicago Post
The prediction of a foreign mar- call civil war memories are Mrs. John Danderine from any
drug store or
riage was also made for Miss Mathilde A. Logan and Mrs. Phil Sheridan. toilet counter, and prove that your
Most Attractive Characteristic.
the most beautiful girl Mrs. Logan's residence, Calumet hair is as pretty and' soft as any that
Townsend,
A COIIFESSIO,!
What women most admire in a man,
who ever called Wasntngton "home," Place, is this year leased to Secretary it has been
neglected or injured by
Boazman in the
is
but Miss Townsend upset all the and Mrs. Bryan. It is one of the careless treatment that's all. Adv says Mary to be the masterStrand,
of himIn
a
most
houses
Mr.
Washington,
famous
Gerry,
prophecies by marrying
self and incidentally of the situation.
Slopes Her Statement, Made PuLlic, marriage in which romance played a with an unsurpassed view of the city,
hecIn consequence the
OHIO DAIRYMEN IN SESSION
far greater part than It does in the and is filled with momentos of the
Columbus, C Feb. 5. What prom- toring husband Is detested. The bully,
will Help Other Women.
average International alliance. His famous general, who was both soldier ises to be the most profitable as well who is cruel to his wife and children,
bride, ambitious for him to have a and statesman. Objects d'art picked as the largest of the annual meetings outrages his own dignity more than
Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
career, is credited with bring- up during Mrs. Logan's .travels add held by the Ohio State Dairymen's he hurts them, and this is the one
offense for which a woman will never
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that political
him to congress as a democratic to the interest of the mansion. Mrs. association
opened at the state fair forgive him. Women are also as susCardui, the woman's tonic, has done me ing
seldom
is
and
active
still
is
Island.
.In
Rhode
from
Logan
representative
a great deal of good.
grounds here today and will continue ceptible as men to flattery, " and the
Before I commenced using Cardui, I his brief service he has won the rep- missing from the list of patronesses over tomorrow.
The program pro- spiteful man who indulges in slighting
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a utation of being the hardest worker of philanthropies. A famous hostess,
for
addresses
vides
by experts on a remarksnoabout the sex in general is
tired, sleepy feeling all the lime, and was in the house. Although Mrs. Town-sen- d her advice is much sought on matters
favorite with it, which may
wide
of
I
of interest usually
variety
could
subjects
around,
hardly
drag
irregular.
formerly paid, little attention to of precedent, and her knowledge of and importance to those engaged in account for his failing.
and would have severe headaches conthe official element, she is very hos- Washington, tooth present and past, is dairying and kindred industries. In
tinuously.
To Help Girls to Work.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely pitable to her
colleagues. an Invaluable guide to younger women connection with the meeting there is
Miss
Florence Jackson, a former
eat.
I
Everything
quit spitting up what
Mrs. John B. Henderson, widow of desirous of social laurels.
an elaborate display of dairy machin- member of the faculty of the Welles-le-y
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
Mrs. Phil Sheridan, who is spending
the author of the amendment to the
college, and director of the apgained 10 pounds in weight."
ery and supplies.
constitution which freed the slaves, this winter In travel, lives in Sheripointment bureau of the Boston WomIf you are a victim of any of the numeran's Educational union, has been
ous ills so common to your sex, it is Senator Henderson, of Missouri, Is the dan Circle, the ultra fashionoble YOU CAN CURE THAT
BACKACHE, named as a nonresident vocational adwrong to sufier.
most original hostess in Washington neighborhood called after her hus- Pain along the back,
headdizziness,
viser of the seniors of the college. The
For half a century, Cardui has been re- and one of the most talented women
band, and within a stone's throw of ache and general langour. Get a packcouncil will consider the matlieving just such ills, as is proven by the in the
graduate
city.. She was Mary Foote, his statue. Much younger than her age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- , ter of the kind of the work the girls
thousands cf letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year. daughter of a commissioner of pen- husband, Mrs. Sheridan retains her
the pleasant root and herb can do, and Miss Jackson will advise
Cardui is successful because it is comsions, when she was married to Hen- beauty and is as popular with the cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uri- with them. Beginning with the freshposed of ingredients which actspecifically derson, and was one f the prettiest younger set as with her, own contemMiss Jackson will help dinary troubles. When you feel all run man class,
on the womanly constitution, and helps
The Hendersons poraries. Her son, Lieutenant Sheri- down, weak and wtl'iout energy use rect her courses of study if she shows
build the weakened organs back to health girls of that day.
made a fortune in Washington real dan, for some seasons' a White House this remarkable cwiMnalloa of sa- ability in certain directions.
jmd strength.
Cardui has helped otters, and will help estate. Sixteenth street, which Mrs. military aide, but now on active ser- tire's herbs and roots. As a
tonic
Record Shipbuilding Yesr.
you, too. Get a bottle today. You Henderson has vainly tried for many vice, has recently been married. Mrs. laxative it has no
1. Mother
All previous shipbuilding records on
Gray's
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.
is sold by DrusKisia or the Clyde, Scotland, were surpassed
years to nave reennstenea Avenue Sheridan has twin daughters who Aromattc-La- f
A4- -'
Writ' to i Ontt.noon Medicine Co.. I
of the Presidents," owes its present share her popularity.
sent by mail for B0 cts. Sample scot in the nine months that ended with
Dept., OwttariooKa, Tenn., for Special Iff
I'nifdisu torn your cse and
book, "Horn
Like Mrs. Hitt and Mrs. Marshall FREE. Address, The Mother Gray tost September; 193 vessels of 4S8.180
state of beauty largely to the palaces
treaiiaeal
Woiasn'seat la plain wrapper. NCliO
tnas wera launAbeH.
Robert Patterson was Co., Le Roy, N. 1'. Adv.
which the Hendersons erected on it. Field, Mrs.
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ORDINANCES TO PROVIDE SALARIES FOR OFFICIALS ARE
INTRODUCED

Albuquerque, Feb. 5. Following an
hour's executive session of the city
council last night, a motion by Aider-ma- n
John Lee Clark was carried by
unanimous vote by which the city at
torney is instructed to prepare for immediate .submission two ordinances,
one of which provides for a monthly
salary to the mayor of Albuquerque,
on and after April 15, 1914, or the
date when the mayor elected the first
Tuesday in April assumes office; the
other ordinance providing for pay
for members of the city council at the
rate of $5 per meeting. The ord
nance regarding pay for councilmen
becomes effective April 15, 19J6, when
the terms of the four present holdover members ehall have
expired, and
limits the number of meetings for
which the members ehall be paid to
thre in any one month.
The sentiment of the council is
unanimous as to pay for the mayor,
an the feeling ttoat the
mayor of
Albuquerque should toe paid for his
time and work for the city, whldh
are necessary to a proper fulfillment
of his oath of office, Is very general
among the citizens and taxpayers as
a body. Mayor Sellers is but one of
a number of men who have given
very freely of their time and effort
to the city's business wholly without
reward, and as a business' proposition a salary for the mayor ig now
regarded as inevitable.
In the discussion in the council
last night the sums named for the
mayor varied from $50 to $200 a
month. The councilmen are divided
as to the amount which should be
paid and as to what the city can afford. The general feeling is that the
pay should be sufficient to justify the
man who is elected mayor in giving
a large portion of his time to city
business. But the question as to what
the city can afford to pay is necessarily taken into consideration.
There is more difference of opinion
as to the pay of members of the council. Several members of the present
council have served many years without pay, and these men while none of
them desire
feel that the
councilman is worthy of his hire. The
amount to be paid the mayor and the
amount to be paid councilmen will be
left blank in the ordinance drawn by
City Attorney Lewis, and there will
be full opportunity for discussion and
to enable the members of the council
to obtain the views of their constitu

ents in the several wards. That th
mayor should be paid, if the present
form of cily government is to be continued, is generally conceded.
Commission Government Talked Of
The question of pay for the mayor
and councilmen has brought up tbia
morn'ng a lively discussion anions
business men andi property owuer
of the wisdom of trying oommisaioa
government in Albuquerque. This disi.
cussion and tho possibility of soma
form of commission government op
municipal management in the future
Is likely to play a part In determining
the final form of the salary measures.
The question is one which has excited;
lively public interest and the members of the council will have no difft- culty la determining the general 'pub
lic feeling.
The feeling among members of
the council Is unanimous in desiring
to settle the question well before the
opening of the city campaign and the
April election, so that the salary mat
ter may not be a political issue. Th
ordinances proposed will be drawn so
as to be of no possible benefit to any
members of the present council savo
in the event of their
The Best Cough Medicine
have used Chamberlain's Cougbi
Remedy ever since I have been keep
ing house," says L. C Hames, of Mar-bur-y,
Ala. "I consider it one of tha
beet remedies I ever used. My children have all taken it and it works
like a charm. For colds and whoop
ing cough it is excellent" For sala
by all dealers. Adv.
"I

MORAL

REFORM LEAGUE MEETS
Helena, Mont, Feb. 5. Representatives ,of church and reform organizations in all parts of the state wera
present here today at the opening of
the annual convention of the Moral
Reform League of Montana.
The
league plans to wage a vigorous campaign this year in behalf of legislatioa
to abolish or restrict prize fighting,
horse racing, white slavery and tha
social evil in Montana.

Colds, constipations and headacba
are three common afflictions and relieving the constipation helps tha
cold and stops the headache. TJso
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unnleas-an- t
effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. G. Schaeferand Red Crosa
Drug Store. Adv.
ECONOMISTS

DISCUSS TAX LAWS
Bloomington, Ind., Feb. 5. A "wida
open" state Conference on taxsitioa
met at the state university here today
to discuss all phases of the tax prob-lewith a view to agreeing upon a
more satisfactory plan than the old
system of property tax which is fiiiit
in force in Indiana. The conference
will continue two days. Those in at- tendance include sta,te officials, tart
commissioners, economists and invit-- t
ed speakers from other states. .Gov-- I
ernor Ralston presided and delivered I
an address at the opening session tliia
I
morning.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
the little nes, soft, steady and
safe. School work means night
study. Will you endanger your
children's young eyes with poor illumination when Electric Light is
so economical? You will find it

Si

i

If you

at a trifling

are not now enjoying the

ben-

efits of Electric Light in your home,
you should have your house wired
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your wails, ceilings
or decorations The wiring can be
done quickly and without any dirt
or muss.
Phone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to equ pping your home
for complete electric service. Or any
reputable electrical contractor will
give you a low estimate.
DON'T DELAY. DO IT N O W.
THERE IS ISO TIME LIKE THE
PRESENT.
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ber facetiously answered, "In the sea
of fire."
securely
, As a M'orld, we are pretty
Isolated.
With the exception of depending for sunshine and what it
means life upon a ball of substance
90,000,000 miles distaut, our hopes
and troubles are limited 'to this mundane Bphere. But wita this, isolation
Is that an end. Every inhabitant of
the globe la to some extent related
and by blood and dependent upon
every other inhabitant. No nation,
does or can live to itself any more
than any individual cn. For any at-tempt to do so, failure is predestined.
This Is why high tariff, except as a
temporary expedient. Is wrong. It Is
why classism or any individual selfishness must fall The Chinese wall
is tumbling in recognition of this law
brotherhood of man
of life.- The
means all that It Indicates. The recognition of it is one phase of the
Zeitgeist. The Joplin Globe.- 1
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Land for Alfalfa
Preparation
The preparation of .the seedbed Is
the most, important, single operation
tai the'.trocess- of getting a stand of
alfalfa and: keeping it. On the Irrigated lands, the plowing should be
deep, eight to 12 inches. The plowing,
if done in the spring, should be done
as long before seeding as possible.
For dry farming the land should be
thoroughly double disked. This should
be done especially on the loams and
heavier lands. If not done, there Is a
strong tendency for more or less of a
of,

-

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
a conof any newspaper In northern New crust to form. The result is
or
siderable
physitilth
of
loss
proper
Mexico.
cal condition. Often mis can only be
restored by a season of winter when
TELEPHONES
freezing and thawing will break down
Business Office .,
formed.
To thorough
Main 2 the clods
News Department
..;.kMaln9 ly compact and pulverize the soil, the
plow should be allowed the same half
day with the disk harrow ( and the
THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY,
5, 1914.
spike tooth harrow. This treatment,
if well carried out, will produce a
L. HOT.SIIOTS FOB SEX
deep seedbed, well pulverized and
DKAMA
compacted below the surface and
loose at the immediate surface. Such
free from
Reginald Wright Kaufmann'a nnvoi a seedbed has a
'The House of Bondase," was recent- - the air spaces. There is no compact
'
riven a tryout on the New York ing agency as good as nature and
'.Jiaee Tho dramatized version was time, so if such a seedbed can stand
wI'Mrawn principally because peo- for a month or six weeks prior to
ple we getting tired of sex arama. seeding, it will be in even better con
The New York Telegraph prints the dition for planting than when first
following random questions and ob- prepared. In the event of heavy beatservations under the heading: "Over- ing rains which form a crust prior
to seeding time, the surface should
heard at 'The House of Bondage:'"
"Is the theater badly ventiated, or be again put In condition by disking
and harrowing.
is It tha play."
If the supply of soil moist ure is not
"Why don't they put in a sewer
sufficient
for proper germination, the
v
ucip aiong me realism?
land may be irrigated prior to seed"That skinny man over there with
As soon after irrigation aa the
a long nose looks as though he was ing.
eondition of the surface permits, the
learning something."
land should be disked and harrowed
"They say the playwright has red to prevent the formation of a crust
hair. Isn't the light scheme perfect?" and to produce a soil mulch which
"Why is it the people who preach will retain the soil moisture and conabout liberalism never speak of the serve the surface tilth.
ALVIN KETSER.
liberty to be decent?"
Agricultural College, Fort
"This is an 'offel upliftin' play, don't Colorado
Collins, Colo.
you think? Why, I never would think
of going wrong after what I've seen."
"Who was it said Reginald Wright WILL HOLD TITLE AS
Kaufmann thinks 1hls is the 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin of the white slave busiHE LIVES
ness?"
"Ain't a shame to see good actors
mixed up with such stuff?"
MURPHY WILL NOT RELINQUISH
"Reform any body? Sure, it may
LEADERSHIP OF TAMMANY
reform people of the theatergoing
;
--habit."
"I's rotten to dig up $4 for this."
New York, Feb. 5. T intend to
"Where's your wife?"
stay here as long a I live," said
"Oh, this Isn't family stuff."
Charles F. Murphy today.
"Will the police interfere, do you
By "here" he meant the leadership
think?"
of Tammany Hall. His .statement was
"Oh, they might, but it's moro up called forth by an
inquiry regarding
to the board of health."
a report that he intended soon to
"Let's get cut and get a breath of
and resign tn4 leadership to a
fresh, air."
committee of three of his friends.
"That is not true," said Murphy.
Thomas F. Foley, the
THE SEA OF FIKK
named in these rumors as one of the
i
three on whom the chief intended to
Representative Raker of California, drop his mantle, said:
iu arguing for the exclusion of the
"All this talk Is started by outsld
Japanese from thi country, Quoted ers who made failures of themselves
Thomas Jefferson as saying that ho in their own little towns and came
wished there was a sea of fire separ to start something.
The only way
ating the old country and America.
they can be noticed Is by trying to
If Thomas Jefferson did say some start something against Tammany
thing; to this effect It la just a good Hall."
axarnplo of what errors unusual pro
vocation may induce even with a
HE BEAT A WOMAN
fm?it man. Doubtless, la 1778 or
Chicago, Feb! 5. Joseph McDon-ouga Fifth ward politician, who,
!im!y afterward it appeared to the
;o!' mists that America would be In according to Miss May Welsh, one of
dMsrf'F from
harassment the women election dorks, who served
frt,m the strong European
attacked
powers, at Tuesday's registration,
ui:! a wish t!:;',t Uua mV'it be made and beat her last night while she
"m erer Impossible, even at treat cost, was canvassing tha ward, surrendered
not MrpHtflng. uut If Jofwrson to the police today. He was booked
.ve'o c'ivo f ' v pnd should ba re-- on 'a charge of assault and battery
.,r- (,j
nd released on. bonds.
fc'iea. a statement
i!;;;::?!!
McDonough
v fiil.l srisa In'
! that he struck the woman
'" j'j."-!jeleccongress
a ,''.)" ff i' rsiiDiU j,riv5cge and tion clerk.
e
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ords.
When Representative Eaker made
this "sea of fire" quotation Representative Mann of Illinois asked where
most of the members of the house
would be if that wish should have
been fulfilled, whereupon some mem-
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THURSDAY,

REBELS CAPTURE REVENUE SERVICE
A SEACOAST

"

DOES-GREAT

CITY

170RK

(Continued From Page One.)

MANY,, RESCUING EXPLOITS ARE
NEVER KNOWN BY THE
.

offered showed that tlie action-frPresident Wilson had aided the credit
of the revolutionary army.
If, as expected, the United States
delivers the arms and ammunition confiscated aloftf'the 'border since the
beginning dfThe constitutionalist rev
'
olution',- Uie insurgents would have
the elements necessary to begin at
once an active campaign. It is estimated that 1,000,000 cartridges and
nearly 3,000 rifles have been confis
cated by the United States authorities
during the last year.
Confiscated

Released

Ai-.--

Washington, Feb. !. Hundreds of
thousands of rounds of rifle and ma
chine gun ammunition, under seizure
alpng the Mexican border, are. being
turned over to the constitutionalists
as fast as they prove ownership.
During the last two years agents
of the department of Justice have ar
rested hundreds of men in the act of
transporting arms across the border
and have seized carloads of ammunition. In many cases the ammunition
so seized ' was turned over after- It
bad been used as evidence. Such arms
as may be needed as evidence against
persons still under indictments, will
not be released for tuts present.
It was said today that the depart
ment of justice will not attempt to
prosecute all the cases against the
arms smugglers.
Troops to Stay on Border
Washington, Feb. 5. President Wilson sees no reason why any American troops on the border should be
withdrawn, even though the embargo
on arms has been lifted. It was indicated at the White House that
while the allotment of stations
might be altered, for the present,
there would be no reduction' in the
patroL

Further steps in the administration's Mexican policy have not been
worked out, but it was indicated that
nothing of an important nature was
impending.

Celebrate Receiving Arms
Brownsville, Tex., Feb. 5. A Mexican bras3 band marched through the
streets here today leading a parade
of 18 wagons loaded with ammunition,
the first regular Importation for the
of north Mexico
constitutionalists
since the lifting of the embargo by
President Wilson. There were 600,- 000 rounds in the wagons.
They
crossed the Rio Grande to Malamoras,
headquarters of the constitutionalists.
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at this season,

when the Atlantic Ui most frequently In its ugliest
mood and When stormbeaten craft
stand 'ft- 'greatest need of assistance
that ' wrecking" companies would not
Is,,

appose national legislation to moderate the energies of the United States
revenue cutter service and so amend
the lawa that they would not have
their spoils wrested from them by
these patrollers of the seaboard.
These hardy men who sail orider
the vertical stripes hove no press
agents. Tlieirs is the work that knows
nothing of the limeligut but much of
the blue lights of distress. Every
now and then there is a spectacular
wreck, Buch as was that of the Oklahoma, compactly reported with other
routine logbook entries by the revenue cutter service. It is left for the
department's 'annual report to record
in unemotional long primer type the
many hundreds of otner rescue and
the numerous scraps of deeds of dar
ing which the service kiibws
ft
r throughout a twelvemonth. J .V i',, j
The wide scope of work that de
volves upon this flotvice M briefly
touched upon In ifi'ieport.' It runs
all the way from stranded vessels to
stranded actors, from waterlogged
craft, vagrants, of the sea to ne'er- vagrants of the land.
Here are some excerpts from the an
nual report. Most of them are told In
the graphic condensed language of
the log book. One of these records
the experience of a vessel that need
ed assistance twice within a month.
It is that of the Alcazar,' from Trini
dad, West Indies, laden with logwood,
which was found by tne Seminole off
Cape Lookout Shoals light vessel
abandoned. The steamer was badly
listed to port about 45 degrees, and
was down by. the head. It was nec
essary to tow her stern first, and It
was only after extreme difficulties
on account of the yawing from side
to side that she was finally towed in
safety, to Lookout light and there an
chored. Three weeks later the same
steamer was driven ashore In Look
out Bight and was floated by the efforts of the Seminole, which cutter
put officers on board to act as cus
toms inspectors while the dutiable
cargo was being removed.
While enroute to Key West, the
revenue cutter Miami sighted the lumber-laden
threemasted schooner S. M.
Bentley, waterlogged and helpless.
Perched on the top of her cabin, 12
people could be discerned through the
glasses. These proved to be- - eight
members of the crew and the wife and
three small children of the master of
the schooner. A
hawser was
sent to the wrecked vessel by means
of the
gun and the
wreck taken in tow.
The surfboat was then sent alongside, and after considerable difnculty
the women and children were taken
off and 'brought on board the cutter
for safety. For over 24 hours the
shipwrecked people had nothing to
eat but raw ham, and just as the Mi
ami reached them they had succeded
In starting a fire and were
boiling
some potatoes which ,they had picked
up from the sea. Fresh provisions
and water were furnished the men on
the schooner, who remained on board
to steer the disabled craft, while the
cutter towed the vessel in safety to
Key West, Fla.
The cutter fSeniJriole saved from5tfer
struction the steamship Berkshire,
which was on fire off the coast of
North Carolina. This steamer was
loaded with a valuable cargo of highly Inflammable materials, such as
cotton, resin, turpentine, pine, tar,
etc., and it was only after the most
persistent efforts on the part of the
cutter that the fire Waa brought under
control and finally extinguished. On
the second day of the fire an accumulation of gaseg In the hold caused an
explosion, which blew off the natch
covers and caused a panic among the
passengers. This alw was subdued
by the officers and crew of the Seminole, an,dji the 21 passengers were
then taken on board the cutter and
later transferred In small boats to
the Cape Lookout
station.
The Berkshire and her cargo were
valued at a half million debars.
On the morning of January 10, 1913,
the Woodbury received word that the
steamer Monhegan, with engine disabled and distress signals .flying, was
anchored off Middle Led,;! on the
coast of Maine, , and was
gradually being forced toward the
reef by the cale of wind then prevail
ing. The cutter went immediately to
her assistance and succeeded in getting
a line to the
steamer, which,
h

CONGRESSIONAL

ACTION

SHOULD NOT BE NEEDED
SEVERAL SENATORS THINK CONSTITUTION SHOULD BE AMENDIT
ED WITHOUT

Washington,

Feb,

5.

Contending

that the legislation ought to be the
direct declaration of the people rather than the declaration of a legislative body, Senator Cummins and other
members of the judiciary committee
submitted a minority report today,
gateurging adoption of the
way amendment to make the constitution amendable without Initiative
action by congress, it has been
adversely by the judiciary majority.
Senators Walsh, Borah, Nelson,
Overman and Chilton also favored the
Cummins resolution.

OPPOSES

WILSON

PLAN

Washington, Feb. 5. Debate on
President Wilson's proposal or presidential primaries came up in the senate today with Senator Walsh's bill
for a temporary method of nominat
ing and electing senators.
Senator Sutherland, republican, contended that a federal primary election law would be unconstitutional.
"I disagree with the president," said
he. "The constitution provides that
the manner of selecting presidential
electors shall be detei mined by the
state legislatures. If we could pas's
a law we would him no power to
enforce it."
Senator Walsh's bill was brought
up by disposition of the Lee and
Glass contests from Maryland and Alabama, The proposed law would, be
operative only until the state legislatures, under the express direction of
the seventeenth amendment, should
provide other means for governing
(he conduc of senatorial elections.

g
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1914.'

with her crew and passengers num
bering 21 souls had about abandoned hope of rescue. Although the
Woodbury is a cutter now over 50
years old and had only a temporary
steering gear, she suuceeded iu cowing the disabled craft at a" ; rate of
three knots an hour to a place of
safety. The master of the Monhegan
stated in a letter to the commanding
officer of the cutter that "through
your assistance the Monhegan was
saved from certain destruction."
An example of a prompt rescue of
a disabled steamship is furnished by
the records In the case of the steam
ship Mae, having on board a crew of
26 members and a cargo valued at
$183,000.; The cutter Androscoggiii,
searching for a derelict reported off
Cape Hatteras,' received a radiogram
from the Norfolk Navy Yard that the
Mae (with no radio equipment) had
been spoken by another steamer. This
Information was recived at 5:15 p. m.
on January 22, 1913, while the Androscoggin was 200 miles from the reported position of the disabled steamer.
She proceeded at once in search, and
although the Mae had drifted a number of miles the cutter succeeded in
locating her and getting a line on
board by 2:30 p. m. the next day,
January 23, 1913, She was subsequently fowed info Charleston, S. C.
'
Scores of similar cases are cited in
the repbrt, no two of them exactly
alike.

'

First Class Repairing
WATCHES, CLOCKS. JEW
ELILY, OPTICAL GOODS
IN OUR. OWN SHOP. . . .
- at -

TAUFERT'S
'

Enrique .Sena y Garcia et ux to
Abran Gonzales, January 16, 1914, lot
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
7 blk. 14 Town of Las Vegas.
Con"
sideration $35.
Pablo Lucero et ux to Romancita
Sena de Gonzales, june 8, 19ij, 43
Warranty Deeds
U- - S. A. ti heirs of Santiago Blea, varas In
San Miguel county, at Los
Consideration $1.
In
acres
Chupacjeros.
.161.40
section
7,
1910,
July
Pablo Lucero et ux to Apolcn'a
31
s.
Vidal Trujilio to Roberta Valejos Baca, June 8, 1901, land at Los
Considerate n $1.
de Trujilio, January 27, 1914, 200
acres in Sec. 17, twp. 15 R, 23. Con
sideration $100.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY CON- J. W. Harris to Gross,. Kelly and
cern
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Company, June 18, 1913, 480 acres in
Consideration $1.
section 8,
may concern that Frank Roy, the. unTom Vigil et ux to Chas. S. Earick-son- , dersigned, was appointed un lie 28th
December 1, 1913, 72 yards near day of January A. D. 1914, Administrator of the Estate of Mary Iinsener,
Pecos. Consideration $1.- ,
Miguel Varela to Chas. S. Eariekson dftoeaee, ;,and all persona having
November 10, 1913, land
,cSlmi.'a.gaast the Esitate of said Mary
Canon, San Miguel county., Consldr Linsener, deceased, will present the
same within the time prescribed by
eratlon $1.
Juan Varela to Chas. Earickson, law.
FRANK ROY,
June 16, 1913, 20 yards land Pecos,
Administrator.
N. M. Consideration $150.
Francisco Armijo tu Nemeclno VaCOLD IN MONTANA
rela, March 20, 1913, 30 yards of laud
Butte,' Mont., Feb. B. With the merConsideration $1. .......
in Pecos.
cury at 18 degrees oelow zero Butte
S. P. Gray et ux to Charles Earlck-- . today Is experiencing the coldest snap
son, January 19, 1913, 39 varas, Pecos, this winter. The extreme of IbMal temX. M. land.
perature during the night was 22.
Juan Gonzales ;to Juan Nepomuceno Montana, northern Idaho and eastern
Marrujo, March 15, 1900, property in Washington are experiencing the coldSan Miguel
county. Consideration est weather of the season, and the
forecast is for continued cold for sev$35.
Cesario Esqulbel to Juan Varela, eral days. Heavy snow' preceded the
June 12, 1913, 20 yards of land in Pe- drop in temperature, and in sections
cos. Consideration $180.
blizzards are raging.
Pedro Sanchez to Octavlano SandoIt is said Klaw and Erlanger will
val, January 20. 1914, land in San Miestablish a 'big chain of motion picguel county. Consideration $45.
Jose Rafael Lucero et ux to Octa- ture theaters on the Pacific coast.
vlano Sandoval, July ,il, 1896, land In
San Miguel
county. Consideration
"Iole," made by Robert W. Cham:
bers Into a musical comedy from his
$100.
Roman Solano et ux to John Patter- story of that name, was given cordial
son, January 13, 1914, lots 1 and 2, critical praise when presented recentbilk. J. H. Teitlebaum addition. Con- ly before a New York audience.
sideration $100.
Kate Claxton is living in quiet enAniceto Bustamante et ux to
two
1914,
20,
Valencia, January
joyment of the comfortable fortune
tracts of land on Pecos R. Considera- she made by her 5,000 or more aption $110.
pearances in the celebrated old drama
Aniceto Bustamante to Charles of "The Two Orphans."
Earickson, January 2o, 1914, 40 yards
land at Pecos, N. M. Consideration $1
The Liebler company will produce
Francisco B. Vigil to Eugenia M. Cyril Maude's
success, "Grumpy,"
de Bustamante et al., November 19, with a juvenile company such as presented "Disraeli" and "Pomander
1904, land at Pecos, N. M.
Walk."
Quit Claim Deeds
Gross, Kelly and Company to Chas.
"red
S. Earickson, January 2, 1912, t parlight"
The
cels of land at Pecos. Consideration drama, "The House of Bondage,"
$1.
proved a rank failure.
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'KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Feb.
receipts
Market 5 to 10 cents higher.
5,000.
Bulk $8.158. 50; heavy $8.4.08.55;
packers and butchers $8.258.50;
lights $88.40; pigs $77.50.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady to strong. Prime red steers $8.50
9. 25;' dressed beef steers $5.25
western steers $6.758.50;
9.40;
southern steers $6.258.10; ., ows
heifers
$6.758.75;
$4.257.75;
etockers and feeders $6.50's;25;
bulls $5.507.75; calves $6.5010.50.
Market
Sheep,
receipts 10,000.
steady. Lambs $7.257.65; yearlings
$5.75G.60; wethers $55.75; ewes
.

$.4755.40.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
5.
Feb.
Wheat prices
Chicago,
hardened today in favor of colder

weather in the winter crop

region.

Bulls were encouraged also by hope
of export sales. The opening, which
was a shade to'
higher, was followed by a moderate gain. The close
was easy at a shade to
over last
night's close.

Sympathy with wheat
strength
brought about a rally in corn, after
the market had shown weakness on
account of bearish estimates regarding
farm reserves. Prices started un
changed to Vahi cent lower but then
advanced to above last night's level,
The close was easy at
4 to Y
net advance.
Oats developed firmness because of
the action of other grain. Sellers
were few and scattered.
Provisions rose In consequence of
higher prices for hogs. First sales
cents up and the
were five to 1
market continued to climb. The closfollows.
ing quotations were-a- s
Whtat, May 92; July 88.
Corn, May 65; July 65.
Oats, May 39 y8; July 39.
Porky May $21.93.

Lard, May $11.12; July $11.30.
Ribs, May $11.70; July $11.85.

v-

Cle-men- ta

much-heralde-

UT
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larger supply, today and the prompt
ness with which they were distributed In the slight early advance effect
ually levelled down the list.
Despite the renewal of European
.buying, easy money and strength of
ha investment, position, speculative
sentiment was morp nearisn. mis
attitude reflected no loss of confid
ence in fundamental conditions, but
was due to the belief of traders that
a substantial reaction was due. Al
though bears made headway in some
quarters, pressure wms not sovere,
and movements of the" active shares
were unusually; narrow." At noorf the
list was practically, unchanged from
yesterday's eloBfj. - Bonds were steady.

i

A
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 5. Stocks were in

d

arrivals

Tor op;ring
At Bachar ach's
Shoes

Oxfords
Gindhanis

Pumps
;

"5

:

-

Eastern railroad shares weakened
in a more decisive manner, Pennsylvania losing a point. Reactionary tendencies continued elsewhere.
The market closed easy. Liquidation increased the available supply of
stocks, and bear opeators were active in searching out weak spots. Declines of a point were made in Reading, Union Pacific, Southern Pacific
and other representative shares. Fractional recoveries occurred In the final dealings. The last sales were:
77
Amalgamated Coppej.
107
Sugar
. SS
Atchison
.....(
1.167
Reading
98
Southern Pacific
162
Union Pacific
65
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
Ill

.......

Corsets
Home Journal Patterns
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Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. Adv.
Mark Robertson of Denver was a
business Visitor here today.
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez has

returned from a business trip to

Hi-lari-

,

in.

Mrs. J. A. Marshall of Denver came
this afternoon for a few days' Btay

in this city.
J. R. Barnes of Scrahton, Pa., came
in yesterday evening for a short business visit here.
T. C. Leonard came in last night
from his home at Raton for a ahort
tay in this city.
J. W. Barday came In yesterday
evening from Albuquerque for a Short
business visit iu this city.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo returned
this afternoon from a several days'
business visit In Albuquerque.
F. R. Slavens, connected with the
Daniels & Fisher company of Denver,
was a business visitor here today.
Hugo Berger, representative for a
barbers' supply house of Denver, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
L. G. Silverman of Kansas City
came in last "night and will remain
&ere for some time visiting his family.
mof; ',.
L. C. DuncaiC representative for a
hardware firm' of St. Josepli, Mo., was
a, business visitor in Las Vegas to-

day.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Marshall of Den-- j
ver arrived In Las Vegas last night'
iind will remain here for several days

as visitors.
for
L. O. Leonard, representative
the Endlcott Shoe company, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
He travels from Chicago.
G. K Atkinson, representative for
the Hibbard Spencer Hardware
of Chicago, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Randolph, two
vaudeville actors, arrived in Las
Vegas yesterday and will remain here
for the rest of this week.
Ben Strickfaden, local representative for the International'1 Harvester
company, left yesterday afternoon for
a. business trip In the east.
Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y. M.
C. A returned this afternoon from
Denver where he has been for the
past two weeks on business.
H. B. Shupp, formerly a resident of
this city, left last night for his home
in Los Angeles, after having been a
visitor with relatives for the past
few days.
J. C. Lacy, formerly a resident of
this city and employed (by the Boston
Clothing house, now connected with
ihe Cooper Underwear company and
the Black Hose company, of Kenosha,
a
SV'is., came in this afternoon for
short business visit.
com-jmn-

'
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STARS

Peoples Bank and Trust Co.

SUCCESSFUL

CAPITAL, SH4,000.00

LIFE

Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
Loans Money on
Estate

Personal and Coll&teraJ Security

1200,000 10
GIVEN.

.

PRIZES

one-fourt-

,$(MtJ0(m&Son,

MM

Angeles-Sacrament-

Paso-Phoenl-

k

:

500-mil-

--

TOLD

half-back-

iiifl

full-bac- k

,

in

First in Quality
First in Result
First in Purity
First in Economy
and for these reassns

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS

Worti't Para Foot Expontioa.
Chicago,

Illinois.

Pru Eipoubot,

Franc, Hard,
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directors
Washington, Feb. 5 Louis D. Brandies of Boston probably will be chairman of a board of trustees to take
over the Boston & Maine holdings of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, under the plan agreed to by Atand
torney General McReynolds
Chairman Elliott of the New Haven.
Mf. Brandelsoconferred with Attorney General McReynolds today, and
although no announcement was made
at the department of justice, it was
understood that he was asked to become chairman of the trustees. Other
trustees havei hot been selected, and
t' J, t'Jio or four n.oi
it is po'
will be cb.p8.-ia...
t.I-a l .litr
Mr, pi "i s
us of t'io New
interest ii tuo
Haven, for many years and is therefore
famih.tr with the Ma la of 1',
of tSie Canton & Maine
n

a

k

Haf-risbu-

he will be chosen to head
the proposed board of
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Ladies Walkover shoes, regular price $4.50 and $5.00 for
Hisses Walkover shoes, redular price $4.00 and $5.00 for
White. Buck, 'Suede in black, brown and gray, regular price $5.00 for
Nice line of Women's high grade shoes, regular price $3.00 to $4.00 for
Nice line of Misses high grade shoes, regular price $3.00 to $3.50 for
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women's and
We have just received a fine line of
misses' Walkover shoes which we, recently purchased at
sale in an eastern city, and we now offer the benefit of our
buy to the women of Las Vegas.
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New York street cleaning commis1
sioner, now In charge of a similar de99
partment at Newark, N. J. Charles
p. Daly, the Army's successful coach
last fall, has recently left the office of
I
fire commissioner of Boston to rejoin
of
our
customers
one
That's what
the Army and the list might be contold us when we showed him an
tinued Indefinitely.
"Interwoven" Sock so THIN he
of Pennsylvania
The ' TJniveraity
could read a newspaper through it,
i
U
we
him
told
would
out
which
and
boxing team elected officers last week
t j
!
;
IS
to formulate plana and take action towear any thick coarse heavy sock
be had ever bad on his feet
MANY, AFTER LEAVING COLLEGE, ward the formation ,ot an IntercolleARE ELEVATED TO PLACES
giate boxing league. The projected
R.eal
"Very well," we answered, "Try
OF RESPONSIBILITY
'organization is the result of five
this pair at our expense. If they
!
years' effort by .Pennsylvania boxing
make good come back for more.
New York, Feb. 5. That college enthusiasts to interest other univerThat's all we ask."
football with its rigorous training, sities in the establishment of .aucb. a
A little over a month later our
for self control and ability league One obstacle Is the popular
necessity
friend came back and bought eleven
to surmount repeated setbacks on the belief that boxing is dangerous and
more pairs and paid for twelve.
part of its players, is particularly $t Van incentive to, gambling. It is be-- high school and the local High school
sporting world. The Indianapolis
"I've worn those INTERWOVEN
ting1 for a successful political career Heyed, however, that the. present ef- and between the Normal and the
are considered in a class
sweepstakes
socks every day and washed them
later in life would appear to 'be in- fort will succeed and that boxing will High school puts the Santa
with the
by themselves, ranking
myself every , night for a whole
dicated by the number of famous play- be taken up as an Intercollegiate games in line to be among the fastest
Grand Prix.de France and other intermonth and they've kept their shape
ers who have achieved positions of sport.
ever played in the Capital City.
national events. The Elgin, likewise,
and color without a hole. Simply
I
If a league is formed the Amateur
prominence in both etate and nation.
can fairly claim supremacy, having
marvelous for thin socks. You've
There is seldom an election of Im- Athletic association novice rules will
now for four consecutive years been
on
me
sure
the
goods
got
enough."
portance in which some football play- be amended to, serve as the league
staged successfully on its own course.
er Is not elevated to public life by the code. The projected regulations call
Of course he didn't know what we
But for the tumultuous vicissitudes of
WITH THE BOXERS
voters of one or another political for a regulation costume and eight-ounc- e
did about the wonderful patented
the Vanderbilt and Grand Prize, cap
machines that make the Interwoven
Other rules will proparty. These former knigths of the
gloves.
4
ped by their lapse last season, no consocks or he'd been more willing to
gridiron are selected or appointed to vide for three rounds in all competiSome more soft money Is in sight AUTOMOBILE RACERS LOOK FOR- tests would rank their superior; as'
believe.'
all manner of political positions and tions ; an interval of one minute be- for Johnny Kilbane. He is going to
matters stand, howeveY, they are shy
WARD TO BIG PURSE COMPEalmost without exeception discharge tween rounds; each competitor to be Philadelphia in
much prestige. Santa Monica, on the
box Eddie
to
TITIONS THIS YEAR
Have YOU tried them?
February
the duties of their office ifl .an ex- assisted by one second, who shall be Moy again.
whole, promises to be the most popr.rv.,;
Certainly wonderful
an undergraduate in good standing;
tremely satisfactory manner..
Two hundred thousand dollars, of ular west coast classic next season.
SHowey Baker, the Australian fight
The recent election of Blair Lee as no coaching during the progress of the
All grades from 25c up.
A distinctly healthy tendency Is expromoter, Is on his way to America. which Indianapolis will contribute
United States senator from Maryland bout. No student under 18 years of Baker is
'
world
is to be hung up for auto pected to manifest itself under presmaking a tour of the
Pure Silk at 50c.
recalls to mind the long list of former age will be allowed to compete.
and incidentally signing up attrac racing next year in the Urllted States, ent conditions through the entry of
players who have won public recogon a conservative baslsi " The purses: more manufacturers into the game
tions for his fight club.
'
nition of similar nature. Lee, who
Eddie Reddy, manager of Mike Gib- in the order of their importance are than have indulged for some time la
was a famous "forward" at Princeton NORMAL TEAMS WILL
Indianapolis," $50,030; the past. With $200,000 in prize mon
bons, is; Authority for the statement as follows:.
in the late 70's, playing the position
e
McFarland-MikSeattle $30,000, Sioux City ',$2S,00; ey' guaranteed by reliable promoters,
that the Packey
of "next to end." now known as tackle,
FE Gibbons match is clinched and will be Vanderbilt and Grand Prize $16,000; to reimburse them, and the unlimited
SANTA
followed the footsteps of many other
$14,300, Co- publicity that comes through a news-pulled off In New York In the near Los
Judge :H.' L.' Waldo, solicitor for the
Harvard! and Yale players.
FTinceton,
Santa treative racing campaign as extra reTacoma
;
rona
$10,500,
this
future.
$11,000,
left
company,
Santa Fe Railway
to
ambassador
Robert
late
Bacon,
to
Is
Monica and Elgin $10,000 each, Los ward, it is thought likely that more
to get a chance
Eddie Murphy
GIRLS' AND BOYS" AGGREGATIONS
afternoon' for Iteming, where he will
an old Harvard captain
was
France,
El
Angeles-Phoeni- x
Louis
CAPIa
THE
If
$9,500,
firms, both domestic and foreign, will
Freddie
FOR
short
box
LEAVE
a
St
business
for
WILL
Welch,
official
be on
James S. Harlan of the
and half-bacTAL TOMORROW
$6,400, and Galveston, $5,000. race in the United States than ever
promoter can bring the pair together.
time.
commerce
Promoter Coffroth of San Francisco The grand total is $197,'00. Together before. In the concensus of the pubof the United States Interstate
A. H.! Wigglu, president
forold
Princeton
an
commission
is
Tomorrow afternoon on Santa Fe has signed Gunboat Smith and Jess with minor events, such as the San lic, the opportunity waa never more
Chase National bank of New York; G.
treasurer train No. 1 the two basketball teams Willard for a battle July 4, Smith Diego road race, and dirt track meets, ripe for a killing.
W. Garrah, president of the Mechan ward. Lee McClurg, late
capformer
a
.States,
the
of
United,
bout the figure of two hundred thousand
same
of
the
bank
of the New Mexico Normal University defeated Willard in a
city;
ics National
half-bacWilliam
at
tain
and
Yale;
ATHLETIC MEET IN CHICAGO
will easily be reached.
will leave for Santa Fe where they at Fresno last May.
W. H. Porter of ?. P. Morgan and
assistant
attorney
H.
Lewis,
individual
recently
Feb. 5. An army of athamateur
the
teams
of
Dan
and
A
Chicago,
arrived
the
C.
W.
meet
the
will
recapitulation
and
boys'
Chicago
Wood,
girls'
Hayes,
Company,
United States, an old of the Santa Fe High school tomor- middleweight champion, who won the v.iounta involved shows that the letes, representing the best amateur
in Las Vegas today on train No. 1, general of the
S. H. Tompson, the
row night The teams will return to title at the Central A. A. U. amateur west, on the whole, will have the performers In the Central A. A. U.
in private cars Boston and Federal, Harvard center;
tournament in Cleveland the other bulge on the east next year. But for territory, is on its way to Chicago to
enrouie to the Grand Canyon. They present first assistant attorney gen Las Vegas Saturday night.
Wil
inand
the
United
Statesi,
eral
of
lothis
for
The games were arranged
nogiht, is going to. become a profes- the Indianapolis track, the situation take part In the twentieth annual
were met at the' train by several
AthW. Roper, the present surveyor afternoon. Until that time no definite sional.
liam
meet
as
of
First
the
door
the
would
rather
Regiment
Dan
be
uncomfortable,
Jefferson
Raynolds,
cal bankers,
of the port of Philadelphia, both announcement had been made as to
Boxing fans are panning Champion Sioux City, Elgin and Galveston ev- letic association. The meet promises
Hoskins, John W. Harris and Hallett
LuPrincetori
exjCongressman
ends;
affairs
to
well
Due
Willie
Ritchie for not meeting Tommy ents, the only ones this side of, the to be the largest of the year lu this
of
these
conflicting
the trip.
Raynolds. The trip
N. Littauer, a linesman for the
in the Capitol City It was thought Murphy. After two postponements of Rockies, of real Importance, save th' section of the country. Owing to the
cnown New York bankers , is for cius
N. Pinchot, late that
Gifford
e
race, total together only $40,- - large number of participants the prothe trip would be postponed, but their proposed bout the pair have
pleasure, some of them never having Crimson;
man at Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts, president now been rematched to fight in San 000. The Hoosier purse raises this gram will cover two days. Tomorrow
before visited the Grand Canyon. chief forester, once a varsity
Yale, anil his successor, the present of the Normal University, telephoned Francisco next ApriL
sum to $90,000, and with rich acces the preliminary events will be rim
Their families accompanied them.
incumbent at Washington, Chief For over this afternoon that the game had
The National .Sporting club of Lon- sory prizes boosts it $20,000 more, or off. These will be followed on Satester Harmon S. Graves, a former been arranged.
don announces that It will not match to $110,000. Against this the west urday by the open and track events.
Governor
The
late
Blue.
the
back
of
for
confident
are
PRESIDENT
Normal
Jack Johnson to box because the has $107,700 to offer in straight Most Interest centers In the relay
BE
The
teams,
A
William E. Russell of Massachusetts victory in both games and hope to champion wants too mudh money for purses, giving it a slight advantage, races, in which teams representing
Gov return to Las
waa a half back at Harvard;
Dame and
Chicago, Illinois, Notre
Vegas Saturday with his services. The famous "Chocolate at least financially.
NOT ALLOWED TO LAND ernor George R. Carter of Hawaii, their
In prestige, of course, there can be other big universities of the middle
reputation as players equally as Eclair" told the club that he must
once a guard at Yale; Everett J. Lake, good as when they loft. The recent have $30,000 for his end, no matter no comparison between eastern and west will compete for the champion,
lieutenthe great Harvard
western contests in the eyes of the ship honors.
rames played between the Santa Fe whom he boxes.
MONPLASIR WOULD BE THE NEXT ant
the
and
of
Connecticut,
governor
EXECUTIVE OF HAITIAN
famous W. H. Corbin, affectionately m
REPUBLIC
V
known as "Pa," tho present commissioner of taxes for Connecticut, once
Washington, Feb. 5. Monplasir, one a center at Yale. John C. Bull, the
for the
of tho several candidates
Is atI
great Pennsylvania half-bacpresidency of Haiti, nas arrived at torney general of the state of Pennit
Cape Haitien on the German steamer sylvania.
Savora, but has not oeen allowed to
In the Connecticut senate recently
I
!
land, according tq navy department sat Frank S. Butterworth, Yale's fai
dispatches today from Commander mous
of 20 years ago. Down
Bostwick of the Nashville. Monpla- in Delaware is Justice Marvel of the
Li
sir tried to disembark at Port Au supreme court and once trooretary of
S..J
S Li m
lJ
.J
Prince several days ago, but was re- state, an old Princeton captain and
fused permission. State department forward, and in the office of the atdispatches confirm the news that torney general of Maryland sits celeDavilmar Theodore has proclaimed brated Edgar Allan Poe of Princeton.
e
up-to-dathimself president. ',
In the office of tiie chief justice of
Plaisance
at
Desormes is reported
New Jersey la William S. Gummore,
bank-rup- t
marching On Cape Haitien.
another old Princeton captain; in
disJudicial
Pennsylvania's Twentieth
prefect Is Arrested
Princeton player,
is another
trict
Lima, .Peru, Feb. 5. Oreste Verro,
J. M. Woods. George W. WoodJudge
prefect of Cusco, today announced his ruff, an
of the United States
refusal to recognize the new govern- circuit court, was once a celebrated
ment of Peru, brought into power by
guard at Yale, and etill more famous
yesterday's sudden revolution. The as a coach at Pennsylvania, inventor
garrison of the town, incensed at the of the quarter-backick, guards-bacprefect's attitude. marched forthwith and a host of other football maneuto his Office and placed him under ar- vers. A recent reform mayor of
rest. In Lima and Callao normal conwas Vance MeConnicIc, the
' Rut '.. i. :
,
ditions were restored today.
A' iate assist-- ,
old Yale quarter-back.- .
ant police commissioner in New
York waa Bert Hanson, the old Yale
BRANGEIS CHAIRMAN
guard, and there is "Big Bill"
an old Princeton captain, late
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LAST AND WILL AND TESTAMENT
cf.Einll.j Tondaries Kudulph, deceaa-

VEQA1 DAILY OPTIC. THURSDAY,

-

5,

1914.

&e

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

C talo of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office or the Probate Clerk, County of San MlgueL N. M.
All Whom It Way Concern, Greet-

FEBRUARY

,$50,000.00

oe

OPTIC

LOBBY

BESTAU8ANT

AND CAFf

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THJE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED

'

i. --

vv
"'.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

...

&

ing:

You are hereby notified that tie
3nd day of March A. D. 1914, has
fSieen fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
me last will and testament of said
ESmllie Pendaries itudulph, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have herehand and affixed the
unto set
eeai of the probate Court this 9th
5ay ot January A, D. 1914.

sf

J.

M.

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

CHAPMAN

'

COLU

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

RATES

1

LORENZO DELGADO,

Seal)

Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

AS VEGAS SAVIMGS ,'BANR

'

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Petten, Secretary.
F.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

.;:.

"

$100 REWARD, $100

-

CAPITAL STOCK

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WML

"

.

IL W. KELLT..'

.

:

D. T. HOSKINS

,

..

Meets first and third Tuea-daevenings each month at Woodmen hall.; Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,
O'. E.

y

Willi

LOCAL TIME

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
vocation first Monday in
a il each
month
nro.nin
ill UDUUIV
vempie at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
' i a JDi moKttr. ri. v m ri No.
con-ttfS,i- L

.

1

Q. HATDON

NO. 2,

cents per line each Insertion.
viKNIGHTS TEMPT.ABPr.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
& Turn- Jiilar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
to
each
oay
month
at Ma
lines
All advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of words.
corder,
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

Clerk of the Probate Court.
The readers' of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
lieen able to cure In all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
treatment.
jrequires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-Jy- ,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-ldestroying: the foundation of the
ilsease, and' giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing Its
Twork. The proprietors have bo much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
ase that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nfr
102 Meeis every
A. M. Regular
Monday night M
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae at
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are te
each month, visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Preaa
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O. M.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. S. Van Baily. Treasurer.

President
Vice President
Treasurer

y

Interest PaJd On Deposits

East Bound
Arrive

Depart
2.. .. 7:20 p. m
7:45 p. m
4.. ..11:54 p. m
11:59 p. nt
No. 8.. .. 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. a.
No. 10.. .. 1:35 p. m....v2:00 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VCAAC
nns.
West Bound
4. Meets every Mondav BVfinfnot
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
Arrive
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1..
1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially invited tn ttanA No. 3. . . 6:35 a. m
6:40 a. m.
3. Friedenstine, N.
G.; A. T. Rogers, No. 7.. . . 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m.
v. G.; T. M. Elwood,
7:00 p. m.
Secretary; Karl No. 9., . . 6:35 p. m
vvertz, Treasurer: C. V. Hedo-mriiWANTED Girl for srenera!
house.
Trustee.
Cemetery
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011 Eighth
street.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
neighborhood, newly painted, pa Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Secretary.
.Silver
Phone Purple 5301.
if
h
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-- if
use
ITY COUNCIL.NO. 239a Meets in
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed,
comfortable, furnished W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
EMPRESS
first and third Mondays of each
room; no health seekers. Phone
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Purple 5301.
FLOUR
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanSsaio
It 's giving you
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Teputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for do
FOR SALE Two good cottages, 50 Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
ing 'something
feet front, excellent location, both East Las Vegas, N. M.
rented. A good investment. Act
you d do hny
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an;
way when you
avenue. Telephone Main 124.
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
Ieam how Much
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
BefferEMPRESS
FOR SALE Bronze turkeys at popu brothers cordially invited. Howard T
lar prices. Phone Purple 5021, Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary
FLOUR redb is.
Jose A. Baca.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Made by GERI. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
MAN
PROCESS
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
day of the month In the vestry roomi
ness. Cheap if taken at once. Ad of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock l
ONE COUPON FROM
dress S., care of Optic.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
Greenclay, Secretary.
ATTORNEYS
-

not stand a full load and not able to
supply the needed energy to your engine (body) ? If you have any trouble
with your etomaca Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strengthledo, Ohio.
en and invigorate the stomach and
Sold by all druggists, 75a
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- enable It to do Its work naturally.
Many very remarkable cures of stompation. Adv.
ach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
How Is Your Boiler?
It has been etated that a man's
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
stomach Is his holler, his body is his
Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Comengine and. his mouth the fire bos. Is
your boiler (stomach) In good work- pound saves money because Just a
ing order or is it eo weak that it will few doses stops the cough and cold

and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Tar Compound In my family and have sold dt In my store and
it never falls to cure." Refuse a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Honey and

A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
slowly if neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand is always pre-

Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown-

ups
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com- pared for such accidents. Price
pound. It has the confidence of your 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
druggist, who knows it will give you tral Drug Co. Adv.
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmlth, States-borGa., says: "I have used Foley's
Snbicribe for The Optic.

25c,
Cen-

Wanted

For YOU!

For Rent

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

-

Mil

Fcr

I

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC AND GET
IT

1

.

n

n

u

HUNKER

& HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Httnke
Attorneyi-at-La-

tas

New Meii

Vegas,.

Sonsul;

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
ttoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

MONUMENT

JONES-BQWEfi-

23
E. A.

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
'
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W W. BOWERS

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

The National Sportsman
TKe Woman's Home Companion

u

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
(mice Hours: i:so p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
Tucumcarl, N. M., January 22, 1914
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
the State of New Mexico, under and
by virtue of the act of Congress ap
proved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
DEPARTMENT

McClures

ippllcation for the within describe!
in appropriated, unreserved, and non
mineral public lands, for the beueflt
of the University. Said lands being
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more par
ticularly described as follows,
Description
of Tracts
Sec. Twp. Rng. Mer.
19
12N 25E N.M.
3W&SE&
29
12N 25E N.M.
VENW&

'one

G.

Local

Montague,

'Ei4SE

5SWU

--

0sA

1

e

J

--

...30
-- 33

12N
12N

25E N. M.

25E.N.M.

Comprising a total area of 200 acree.
All persons
wishing to protest
erainst selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
129-3-Register.
4

Subscnne for TJie Optio.

SILVER

Z. W

Laemmle, Clerk;

I

Visiting

Deputy.

members are especially welcooe anr
cordially invited.

FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

EMPRESS
can be o- g tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

,

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibt to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

......

. -- .20c per 101 Ska,
.. .25c per 109 Iha.
-.SOc per 10S lea.

...-.- .

,.40e

101

lea,

--

169

ikt

per
..60o per

AGDA PU0A COMPANY
Harvesters, storera, and Distributors of Natmral Ice, tke Pnrit?
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Hade Laa Vega Tamoua.
OFFICE

r

'

s

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

to-w- it

1

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
Meet in the Forest of Brother)?
Love at Woodmen o the World hali
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
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NOTICE OF SALE

n

In the District Court for the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of
New' Mexico Bitting in and for the
County of San Miguel.
Territory of New Mexico, Plaintiff.

price of a

No. 67:!0
By ELLA R. PEARCE.
Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. CatWhen young Sibert looked across
ron, Julius Day, and the Unkown
the breakfast table and saw the
Owners of the Antonio Ortiz
flushed, sullen face of his wife, his
own features grew stern and gloomy.
Land Grant and the Antonio OrIt was quite unfair and unreasonable
tiz Land Grant, Defendants.
for RoBe to act in this peevish manis
the
that
Notice
I,
hereby given
ner. Surely he had always done
undersigned Sheriff of San Miguel
possible for her; gratified
everything
County of the State of New Mexico, her whims and indulged her beyond
under and by virtue of an order of the point of a husband's duty. Now,
court 'bearing date November 30th, A. In this last matter he must be firm.
"It's no us sulking, Rose," he said,
D., 1911, made and entered in cause
No. 6736 on the docket of the District barshly for him. "1 can't afford it;
Court for the county aforesaid, where- and that settles it."
"Can't afford it!" sneered Rose,
in the Territory of New Mexico is the without
lifting her eyes. "You can't
B.
Catron, afford the price of a gown lor your
Plaintiff and Thomas
Charle9 C. Catron, Julius Day, and wife, so that she may make a decent
the unknown owners of the Antonio appearance in public."
"So that she ma compete with
Ortiz Land Grant and the Antonio Orhustiz Land Grant are the defendants, and foolish, extravagant women whose reckfixed or more
are
bands
better
me
commanded
of
Court
Bald order
I do not
less than 1 happen to be.
o
among other things to sell the Antpn-i- think your need is so great. Rose.
vs.

Ortiz Land Grant, being the land
and real estate hereinafter described,
In order to satisfy the judgments rendered In the above entitled cause, one
of said judgments being for the sum
of $2,500.00 and costs, and the other
judgment being for the sura of
$1,000.00 and costs and whereas .by
virtue of said order of Court and two
certain writs of execution issued out
of the District Court of said County
in cause No. 6736, on the docket of
said Court, wherein the Territory of
New Mexico, ta the plaintiff, and
Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. Catron,
Julius Day and the unknown owners
of the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant and
the. Antonio Ortiz Land Grant are defendants, in an action for the collection of taxes due and owing to the
plaintiff, the then Territory of New
Mexico, (now State of New Mexico)
for the years 1904 to 1908 inclusive,
and the year og 1909 and 1910
which
said
cause
inclusive, in
was
rendered on the
judgment
A. D.
30th
day of November,
1911, for the sum of $2,500.00 and
costs for the years 1904 to 1908 inclusive and a judgment was rendered
on same date In said cause for the
sum of $1,000.00 and costs for the
years 1909 and 1910 Inclusive, have
levied upon the following described
land and real estate situate, lying'
and heing in the County of San
Miguel of the State of New Mexico,
and better described and bounded as
that certain tract of
follows,
land known as the Antonio Ortiz
Land Grant and said Land Grant beon
ing hounded as follows,
the north by the Canyon Lauriano;
on the east hy the Mesita Las Conchas; on the west by the Canyon of
Aguilar and on the south by the Old
Road going to Las Conchas;
And that I will on Monday, the 30th
day of March, A. D. 1914 at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon of said day, at the
in
east front door of the Court-hous- e
the Town of Las Vegas, Ban Miguel
County of the State of New. Mexico,
expose for sale and sell to the highest bidder for cash the above described land and real estate, for i,ho pur
pose of Realizing the sum of $2,500.00
and costs and the further, sum of
$1,000.00 and costs, together with all
costs of sale and all accruing costs,
the same being the amounts due on
said executions and judgments at the
date of sale.

If"
"Well,

I won't wear that old silk
dress any longer!" Rose raised her
eyes bright with the sparks of flaring
Brill Sibert! I
temper. "I won't,
don't care whether you can afford it
or not. T must have that gown. I'll
order it today. You can beg, borrow,
or steaMhe money I must have It!"
Beneath his long, steady look, her
passion had merged into a sort of
panic, but she rushed breathlessly on
to the end of her speech. By that
time, her husband wu on his feet,
reaching for his hat.
"I wouldn't order it today, Rose."
His voice held a chill warning; and
he went out without another word or
a backward glance.
Rose sat with reddening cheeks and
angry eyes. Her slender, white fingers drummed nervously on the table.
She drew in a long, tense breath, and
then a choking sob came as a prelude
to an outburst of tears.
that's what
Stingy,
Brill Sibert was! He had no compassion for her at all; no proper pride
beIn his wife's appearance. Just
cause, down at the bottom of her
heart, Rose felt a twinge of remorse
and a stirring of some feeling akin to
she inwardly railed
at her husband and emphasized her

f
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to-wi-t:

ROMAN GALLEGOS.

Sheriff of San Miguel County, New
Mexico.

Plaintiffs attorney? are Charles W.
A.'
Hunker,
adresses

G. Ward and Chester
e
whose offices and
are Las Vegas, N. M.
post-offic-

RECEIVED BY PRESIDENT WILSON

Washington, Feb. 5. The members
and ladies in attendance at the annual convention being held here by
the International Custom Cutters' Association of America visited the White
House today and were received by
President Wilson.

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Nearly 100 . prominent ministers,
physicians, educators and social work
ers of Philadelphia gave their in
dorsenient to the production in that
city of Eugene Brieux's sociological
drama, "Damaged Goods."
Herbert Hall Winslow and Mary
Norman are the authors of "Mary and
John," a farce on suburban life, which
is being produced with much success
on the vaudeville circuit by John C
Rice and Sally Cohen.
At the conclusion of its successful
New York run "The New Henrietta1
is to be taken on a tour of the large
cities with William II. Crane, Doug
las Fairbanks, Amelia Bingham and
cast
Patricia Collirijre in xne
Tristan Bernard i3 said to be de
voting his time to rewriting Hamle
so as to free the name part of its
complexity and philosophy and make
it represent "human drama, poignant
in emotion and feeling.",
,,
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hard-hearte-

own wrongs.
What made

was
the fact that Rose's dearest friend, a
member of her club, and, like herself,
one of the committee for .he coming
reception to be held in the Turkish
room of the St. Moire hotel, haa ordered an exquisite creation of yellow

it harder to bear

charmeuse and white shadow lace;
and Rose had confidentially Imparted
the information that she would appear
in a companion gown of black and
absinthe green a striking but harmonious contrast.
They had lookod for samples to
gether and planned the sartorial details that Bhculd make their appearance at the St, Moire an artistio success. In her enthusiasm, Rose had
lost sight of the fact that her husband's .ncome had been severely tuxed
of late, and be had advised economy
in' every possible direction.
"I'll economize after this. Brill,"
she had offered coaxingly. "And I'll
go to a cheaper dressmaker Jean's
Is awfully dear and I'll make it come
within dfty dollars."
She quivered inwardly as she said
it, but she looked prettily presuasive.
Brill could not refuse her! But Brill
could and did; and now, Rose was
left to wjep and rage in her defeat.
It was a hard day for Rose Sibert
The worst passions of her childish.
Impulsive nature mounted in unusual
force and spread like flames. Love
and reason were blotted out; and
when calmer moments would have
come to her,1 Bhe stirred the embers
of her wrath with fresh accounts of
grievances.
'I would order that gown today as
"But
I said," she reflected bitterly.
there might be complications. I'll
wait Brill may change his mind by
night. If not well, Jean s dressmaker
would trust me."
This idea was so comforting, withal
so stimulating, wai nose s mooa
She grew suddenly light
changed.
hearted, gay, and feverishly restless.
Her little apartment seemed too confining to her; so, late In the afternoon, she ran in to call on her neigh
bor, a young matron who was absurd
ly devoted to a year old daugnter.
This, wee personage proved such a
diversion that the clock struck six
before the visitor was aware of the
hour.
"And not a thing ready for dinner!"
said Rose In alarm. "And here comes
Mr. Hessler oh! he mustn't see me."
She slipped behind the portiere of
the reception room as the key turned
in the lock and the master of the
house entered. She heard his hearty
greeting as he walked into the living
room at the other end of the hall. It
was her Intention to step out instantly; but the fringed edge of the portiere had caught upon a button ou
her sleeve and detained her.
"Excitement down, town," she heard
"Another cashier
Mr. Hessler saying.
gone . Tvrong. I was surprised! Yes,
they arrested him caught him with
the goods- - Brownell Mack "company."
"Why that's where " began Mrs.

Hessler.
Her husband interrupted. "Sure! 1
wonder if the little woman next door
knows yet."
Rose had stumbled over the threshhalf fainting.
old of ho apartment
company s
Brill was Brownell Mac
cashier! Her first impulse had been
to rush back and ask Mr. Messier if he
knew what he wns Baying to demand

VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC,

more information. Then she had crept
away like a stricken creature, trying
to realize the horror of the situation.
Brill
had
been arrested "caught
with the goods!" Like a lightning
flash came the recollection of her
words to him that morniug: "You
can beg, borrow, or steal the money
1 must have it!"
It was her own
fault She had driven Brill into crime,
and the law had claimed him.
Up and down the spaces of her lonely apartment Rose paced, wringing her
hands in impotent misery At times
she told herself it could not be true;
then the sickening certainty gripped
her. Brill had not appeared; the dinner hour bad passed; no word had
been sent to her. At last, in a nervous panic, she put on hej hat and
hurried down town. She must know
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London. This year Cologne, which
has grown from 49,276 population in
1816 to 545,000, and soon will reach
62Q.000, when the annexation of Mul-heiis completed, has a municipal exhibition, which she calls "Gologne Old
and New," says the Living Church. It
appears, as the editor of the London
Municipal Journal writes, after a. visit
to the exhibition,' "that some of the
Cologne taxpayers were inclined to
grumble at the Cologne taxes." So the
officers of 'the municipality conceived
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Sight of Circus Elephant Too Much
for Nerves of Horse Already
Exhausted.
horse attached to a buggy and
driven by Sam Brown, a North Main
street merchant, dropped dead following a fright when a circus elop'hant
passed along the streets.
Brown went before Squire Kearney
and got out an attachment against one
of the show's zebras. The instrument
was served by a deputy from Kearney's court and the parade went out
minus one zebra.
Managers of the circus Anally set
tled matters with Brown by paying
him for the horse.
It was late one afternoon when animals irom the' show had been un
loaded and walked from the train to
the grounds.
Brown had the buggy standing ne;r
Tieeatur street. His horse paid no
attention to the camels, the hunch
back oxen or other classes of what
circus men call hay animals. Tbey
passed without causing it to raise its
eves.

Old City Gate, Cologne.

the idea of a purely municipal exhibition illustrating the work of the city
by means of models, pictures, diagrams, plant and charts, and showing
the citizens the value they receive in
return for their money, somewhat on
the plan of our American budget exhibits. They, however, were designed
to show what was done with the
money after it was spent, whereas,
the American exhibits are designed to
educate the people to demand the appropriation of adequate sums. The
exhibits are housed in a building specially prepared for the purpose, and
they are wonderfully interesting and
are being visited every week by thou
sands of the Cologne taxpayers. "The
grumblers," the editor declares, are
silenced, and it is expected that the
grateful citizens will shortly rise in a
body and demand a general increase
in the salaries and emoluments of the
city." "We have visited," the editoi
further said, "other exhibitions In Germany, but none quite like this one at
Cologne, and it occurs to us that it
will be a thousand pities if the valu
able models, pictures and charts that
constitute its most attractive features
are destroyed or packed away in
storehouses after the exhibition closes
...
in October."
..
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MUST POUND ROCK

New Pennsylvania Law la Put Into
Operation for the First
Time.
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ITS DEATH IS DUE TO TERROR

A

i. &

1914.

COLOGNE CITY, OLD AND NEW

the worst
As she stumbled up the steps of
Brownell Mack company's offices she
saw that there were HghtB burning
within, and men 'moving about An
official stopped her at the gate. She
had never been there before and she
was unknown.
"Is Mr. Sibert here yet?" she
asked faintly. Then, scarcely knowing what she was doing, she pushed
her way into the office. A man's face
peered at her from behind a little
wicket gate, and a voice called her
"Rose! What are you doing here?"
Her husband was walking toward
her; and, with a low cry. Rose flung
herself into his arms and clung to
him, shaking convulsively.
"Brill! Brill,, what have you done?
I heard oh, they shan't
take you
away! It's all my fault"
all
"Rose, Rose, be quiet I'm
right I telephoned to the drug store.
Didn't you get my message?"
His tone more than his words
calmed ber. She swayed back, and regarded' him with beseeching eyes.
"Isn't it true, Bill?" she whispered, aware now of the presence of
others. "Wasn't It you? I didn't get
any word; but I heard I thought
arrested? The
wasn't
somebody
cashier?"
"Yes. But why, you poor girl!
Don't youknow I'm only the assistant
cashier here? Oh, Rose!"
Their glances met, and Rose loqked
patted
away flushing deeply. Brill
her hand tenderly. He had read her
mind as If it had been an open book.
"Sit down a minute, and I'll go home
with you," he said. "1 only stayed to
look over the books. I'll tell you all
about it later."
Rose watched him in a fascinated
way" as he moved to and fro amid the
She felt as
unfamiliar surouhdings.
if they both had just passed close to
some terrible danger. The sense of
shame that mingled with her relief
made her very humble.
She clung to her husband's arm as
they walked up the darkened street.
"It's been an awful day for me,
"I'll never
Brill," she acknowledged.
he so foolish so horrid again. But
I'm so glad to have you here with me
oh, my dear, I don't care if I don t
have a new gown for a year!"
"You'll have one long before that,?
declared Brill cheerfully. "I'm sorry
promotion had to come to me In such
a way; but after tonight I'm to be
Brownell Mack company's head cashier
and you know, what that means. Did
you say fifty dollars, Rose?"

5,

Philadelphia. When six deserting
husbands were sentenced to three
months' work breaking stone at the
house of correction by Judge Bregy
there was put into operation for the
first time in Pennsylvania a new law,
passed by the last legislature, which
the court declared would materially
reduce the cases of 'wife desertion in
this state.
The law empowers the court to com
mit recalcitrant husbands to the house
of correction, there to bo placed at
some profitable empyoment at hard
labor, and provides that bo cents
day shall be deducted from theii
parninira and naid to the wife. Th6
minimum sentence is three months
hut. thia mav be extended to six
months if the husband shows no will
lngness otherwise to support hia wifo
Heretofore the only punishment
within the power of the court in this
state was a jail sentence, leaving the
man's wife and family to be taker,
care of, in many instances, by char
ity.
COLOR

LIME

IN

Done Ou lckly an

Rightly
One

ENGLAND

Not Acceptable to
the Poor, Althougn His Qualm-cation- s
Higher.

A Negro Physician

Presently there came out or a ciouo
of dust a giant eiepnant us neau
The "color line" is not
erect, and when its driver
in England, but the Camp
often
drawn
it
speared it just the least bit to make
law guardians declined to
mind there came a noise like a boj bell poor
as district medical offi
a
vpiiine down a rain barrel and cer on negro
that the poor were
the
ground
on
hind
its
reared
leg3
Brown's horse
In such matters.
fastidious
very
fell
It lunged forward and then
It was admitted during the sessions
over. There was a kick or two from
of the guardians that the black doc
Mem
was
dead.
animal
the
it and
to the New tor's qualifications were better than
phis (Teui.) Dispatch
those of the other candidates and some
York Sun.
of the guardians wanted to treat him
ns "a hrother." The majority of the
Girl Played Ghost
guardians, however, supported Dr. Robat
Paris
laid
low
A EhoBt has been
who' opposed the appointert
Alarmed every night by mysterious ment,Capes,
of the colored physician. In do
an
of
mpartmen
tenants
some
nuises
so he said'-house gave notice to leave. The land ing
ulaiii English "8 is a 'negro an
lord had recourse to the police, ana
as
is not a suitable doctor ror
such
three detectives spent ft night in the
sort. The poor are a great
this
of
host
muilled
beau?
the
bouse. At midnight
than people imagfastidious
more
deal
In
hand the
began as usual. Revolvers
would refuse to be attende
Thev
itm
detectives searched every .oom until
a man of color."
at fast they found a little felrl of thir- by
in
teen, Yvonne, Vaucrevoning, sitting
Due to Water Drinking
her nightdress on the side of her bed AppendicitisThat appendicitis is due to
Paris.
and kicking the shaft coi.reying the
drinking is the remarkable
water and gas pipes through the buildi- water advancel
here
by scientists
theory
to
liked
hear
said
she
the
ng.- She
collected tend to show
statistics
The
neighbors in the morning talking about that
is
only one in 200 wine drinfcers
the ghosts of the night before. The
whiio ten pet
the
malady,
by
attacked"
metal carried the sound to ery room
viccent, of the watr drinkers or
in the house.
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automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.
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Afternoon and evening gowns. flO
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
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DLA13E5ETS

ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings -- unique patterns-rai- l
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Wholesalers

New Mexico Largest

na-
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tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
1S so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
t success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.
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Las Vegas Roller Mills

marriage license was Issued yes Las
Vegas this afternoon.
terday afternoon at the court house
to Beatrice Apodaca, aged 18, of Pal- The following civil service examima, and Leandro Montoya, aged 20,
nations will be held in this city on
of La Cuesta.
the dates mentioned: March 2 Junior
lock fitter (male), salary $1.25 per
Reports coming from the country
assistant chief, bureau of chemdiem;
are that the sheep are in excellent
salary $4,000. March, 4
(male),
istry
condition. The randhere are pleased
fish culturist (male)-- ,
Apprentice
and anticipate one of the most suc
$600 to $960; assistant in forcessful spring seasons known in sever- salary
est management (male), salary
al years.
laboratory technician (male),
$900; .laboratory assistant in
salary
commissioners
The board of county
zoology
(male), salary $960; clerk,
will meet In special session Monday
as Inspector of furniture
qualified
fixof next week for the purpose of
$1,400. March 4, 5, 6
(male,
salary
ing valuations on the various classes
mechanical and electriof
Inspector
of property in the county for taxation
cal engineering (male), salary $2,000
this yean
per annum. For all other information
see Oscar Linberg at the postoffice.
There will be a meeting of all mem
bers of the Christian Endeavor soIn search kt recreation and pleas
ciety of the First Presbyterian church ure a number of
young ladles this
tomorrow night at 8 o'clock at the
an Interesting scene
afternoon
created
church. All members are requested
at the Santa Fe station by giving an
to be present;
informal demonstration of the .tango
and rope jumping before an audience
Those who saw Romaine Fielding's
of the passengers on train
"The Man from the "West" at the composed
No. 1 and Las Vegans who chanced to
Photoplay and Browne theaters last be on the
platform. The young ladies
night wejre greatly pleased with the are New Yorkers
traveling with their
production.- It will be shown tonight
in two private cars. They are
parents
at the Photoplay for the last time in
daughters of the leading bankers of
Las Vegas.
New York. Had The Optio representative been armed with a camera an
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
Interesting picture might accompany
pany will hold Its regular monthly this
article, but unfortunately he was
meeting tomorrow evening in its sta not so
equipped and the reader will
tion on the West side. The company
be forced to use imagination for the
la making elaborate preparations for
illustration.
its annual Washington's birthday
dance on February 23.

Hois

of the Bast of Everyltiing Eatable

ii
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MASON JAILS 35 Cts.

VAUDEVILLE

PMMAlI

Tonight at the Browne theater Las
Vegans may have an opportunity of
seeing the real tango danced when a
series of vaudeville shows wi" be
given in connection with motion pictures.
The first show will begin at 7:15
o'clock and performances will continue for the rest of the evening to
the pleasure of the crowds. The
same performance will be given tomorrow and Saturday nights.
The vaudeville part of the show includes Verna and her Minstrel Maids,
songs of all descriptions with electrical and other effects, and two
funny comedians. Three reels of motion pictures also will be shown.

Several applications for bounty were
ENJOYABLE AFFAIR
court house this morn
wade at
ing. H. A Mosslman, who resides at
Utulah. asked for $10 as bounty upon
"RAGGERS" HAVE';A GOOD TIM
two coyotes and three wild cais.
DANCING
TO LIVELY

Chris Gallegos of Wagon Moun 1 ask-- '
MUSIC
ed for $12 as bounty upon two coyo-iein
ki
cats
led
and., four .wild
precinct
The'-firs- t
Elite Glance, 'given,",' last
No.
of this county. Sanitiago Tvtit
a
armory, 'provecr'te-bbley asked for $2 as .:bounfcjnupon a success. AT
of
number
society
large
wild cat killed in precis. Nw. tG.
folk attended and "were pleased with;
the affair. The muslc was furnished
Edward Baird, a youth aged 17
by the Simison orcliestraj which playyears, was arrested this morning on ed better than at
any, time in its
complaint of Barharita Armijo, who career. Las Vegans' who 'participate
alleges that he committed an assault in the art of
dancing want fast music,
her with intent to rape. The as was
demonstrated last night. When
hoy was to have been arraigned this the orchestra found that fast music
afternoon before Justice Mares. It was desired
and that there was nothwas thought he would signify a desire
ing 'to it but speed, it threw" on the
to go before Judge David J. Leahy of
high clutch and the" result was that
the district court and plead guilty. its
playing was encoreil
Iv. is said that Baird
recently served
Mr. Fuhst, the manager, is pleased
a term in the reform school at Spring-.'- with the'
encouragement given him
by the Society folk," and expects to
maj;e each one of the series of dances
"The Theater, Past and Present, a success. The next Elite dance will
Its Glories and Its Shame'' will be occur on
Wednesday evening, Februthe" topic of Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Lan
ary IS. The raggers and tangoera had
dau's address at Temple Montefiore a particularly good time Inst night.
tomorrow night. This is a subject
which is sure to interest many peoNOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
ple, as Dr. Landau will deal with it
Notice Is hereby given that the tax
from several viewpoints. Students roll for A. D. 1913 has been received
and admirers of the si age and stage in the treasurer's office. The first
writings are invited to be present. The half of the 1913 taxes is now due and
services at Temple Montefiore negin will become delinquent on February
at 8 o'clock. There will be an
16, subject to a penalty of 1 pe cent
musical program, in which the per month.
EUGENTO ROMERO.
choir of the temple will participate
Trenanrpr and Collector.
s
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THE GHAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE
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ley and Mr. Overstreet said they
woujd have nothing further to say
until Mr. Overstreet has seen the
Mr. Moriey, who formerly
KiniSATlON PS9JECT project
resided here, is an enthusiastic be
liever in the irrigation project, as
who has ever looked at it.
everyone
CHICAMORLEY
INTERESTS
R. A.
It was he who interested Mr. Over-streLAS VEGAS
IN
GO FIRM
in it. Messrs.
and
Morley
GRANT PROPOSITION
Overstreet left shortly after their arKk;h;ml A. Morley, the Chicago real rival" hero for a look at the project.
i
nneralor and promoter, arrived
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
in J m Veans this afternoon aocorn-I- i
I t v II
Ovfi Ttet of Chicago,
whr, ia Interested m too Irrigation NICELY furnished room, steam heatMr. Ov- ed, for rent. 82 i Seventh street,
1
rhono Main 203.
i
r c f a Chicago
'
'
Co
f
tructlon
J t ' y fhU be ex- - FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat
i
i i i
t e
i V
straw, in carload, lots or othwwis.
ptr ( t with the
'
L. Greer, Ouava, N. M.
Thos.
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Air.
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Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who
"get there" by men who demand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They
choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent

!

service.
the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
Get catalog and parcomplete with equipment.
ticulars from
$615 is

HI.
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LAS VEGAS FOHD SALES CO.

Phone Vegas 424

'
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

r.

If

's.hs:--

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department

are prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

'

FIRST ELITE DANCE

i

That each student of the New Mex
ico Normal University must respect
the school spirit and must use his
best efforts at all atheltio games In
the way of rooting for the ipstitu- tlon's teams,, is an unwritten rule
among the students. The penalty for
la serious, and as a
rule depends upon the nature of the
unfaithfulness.
Clarence Gerard, a young man attending the Normal, was the first offender to be punished. Gerard attended the basketbal games at the armory
last Friday night and, it is said, escorted a young lady who attenos the
High school. Necessarily Gerard was
forced to take a position with the
High school rooters, and although It
is not known whether he devoted his
voice to the cause of boosting the
High school, nevertheless he was condemned (by his fellow students.
Yesterday Gerard was ca'ptured by
the punishment committee of the Organization for the Prevention of Disloyalty and after it had finished its
work Gerard wore a face decorated
with the Normal insignia, an imitation mustache and numerous other
marks. These were planted on the
youth's face with iodine, and it will
require some time before they will
be completely, removed, it is said.
eGrard took his punishment like a
good fellow and thus displayed" a good
nature that make such instances realistic of a good school spirit.

DIXIE QUINTETTE

IS

The highest tenpin score ever roll
ed at the Elks' club was made last
UNIQUE ORGANIZATION
AT BROWNE THEATER
night when Dr. C. S. Losey was credited with a score of 2G4 for one game.
v
Dr. Losey was bowling against
EVERY MEMBER OF THE COMU'lLL
BE DANCED
Charles Trumbull in the series of REAL TANGO"
PANY IS AN ENTERTAINER
BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW
games being played for places on the
OF EXPERIENCE
HOW TO DO IT
first team of the lodge.

Manager Howard rimpklns of the
Mutual theater announced this after
noon that his playhouse would feat
.lire the two-repicture story, "The
Orphan's f Romance" tonight Mrss
Maude Fealy, the popular actress, appears in a stellar role. In addition to
three reels of pictures the Mutual
will have high class vaudeville
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Thanhouser drama, featuring

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
ThiB morning at 1:45 o'clock, about
in wood. Direct from the distillery to 15
miles east of Gallup, Santa Fe train NURilAL YOUTH HAS
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. No, 10 was derailed when it struck a
broken rail. As a result the train
HIS FACE PAINTED
The second of the series of dances was
and will not reach Las
derailey
at Hotel Ptomaine, Friday night.
Vegas until this evening. Six cars
Music by the full Simison orchestra,
besides the engine were derailed. No FELLOW STUDENTS ACCUSE HIM
Adv.
,
,
one was Injured according to report
OF ROOTING FOR THE HIGH
received. A stub section arrived in
SCHOOL
A

The Simison orchestra, Las Vegas'
excellent musical organization, has
arranged to give a dance tomorrow
evening in the dining room of the
Hotel Romaine. A large attendance
is expected, as the orchestra has giv
en seevral dances at the hotel this
winter, all of which have 'been en
joyable.
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Maude Fealy.
THE MUTUAL WEEKLY
SPECIAL VAUDEVILLE PROGRAM IN ADDITION TO THE PICTURES

'

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a

n

BRIDGE STREET

"THE ORPHAN'S ROMANCE"

$1,-20-

J9
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Adv.

Cooking Butter

I3i

1914.

MUTUAL MOVIES

6:02

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

LI

5,

PROGRAM- - TONIGHT

j

'

Best Country Butter

FEBRUARY

AT THE
Light

lest Creamery Butter

THURSDAY,

The Dixie Quintette, which will appear at the Duncan opera house Monday, February 9, is considered the foremost number on the Y. M. C. A. Lyceum course. These entertainers are
considered the best in the country,
each one being an artist "in his line.
Four of the men who compose this
organization were la the Dixie chorus
which has been one of the largest
organizations of the lyceum course
throughout the country. The fifth
member of the quintette, Mr. Gray,
is an old man on the lyceum course,
and has had five years at this work
and is therefore no experiment.
The people are guaranteed a program which will be varied, interesting
work, in addition to the quintette
work and the jubilee numbers, which
are always so impressive In a colored
The laughable negro
organization.
sketches and dialect are one of the
pkrts heard only in such a company
and only as the negroes themselves
can give it
Tickets on sale at the Y. M. C. A.
Friday, February 6. Balcony, 50 cents;
downstairs, 75 cents.

TlflES

ill TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

,

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
i3

l

MOST HEAT

thh

COLONEL TAYLOR OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS-- '
SION WILL EXPLAIN
'" '

It will be with pleasure that the
merchants of Las Vegas will hear of
the coming Illustrated lecture by
Colonel James L. Taylor of the interstate commerce commission, to be
giveik at the Y. M, j. A. the coining1

year through the handling of explosives, drugs and the like by people
who are careless, in great part due to
ignorance.
It is understood mat this lecture
Is for both men and women. Colonel
Taylor says "the ladies will help."
This lecture will occur at the Y. M.
C. A. Tuesday, February 10.
It is
C. A. It' is open to the public and is
ree for all.

week.
Colonel

Taylor will explain to the
general public by steriopticon views
the "Safe Transportation of Explosives
and
Dangerous Articles."
Colonel Taylor is sent out by transportation companies to inform the
public how to handle explosives and
dangerous articles with the greatest
safetly. He wishes' that all merchants, railroad men, or anyone who
has anything to do with the above
mentioned-articlesIn handling, shipping or in any way using them, will
hear the lecture.
Millions of dollars are lost each
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MONEY

Phong MalnMI

HOWTOIiANBlEPOWBE
EXPLOSIVES

q

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

e

AND OTHER

AT OUR SRCP

DONE

SILLS

FATHER-IN-LA-

INTO AN

W

jUE-BLO- Y

ROSS
DROPS
SALAS
ENRIQUE
GARCIA WHEN HE APPEARS

Ii

AT HIS DOOR

Eatiinoia, N. M., Feb. 5.Af(;r probably fatally wounding Dts wifa with
an axe, Enrique Salas jnsi M M hilled
a
Ross Carcia, his iauiur-iu-luw- ,

wealthy merchant and sheep man, at
his home at Torreon, IS miles west
of here.
Garcia, Informed by neighbors that
Salas was quarreling with his wife,
hurried to the Salas home about 7
o'clock. Salas met him at the door
wtih an axe and struck him, fracturing his skull and causing his death,
at 9:30 o'clock. Neighbors carried
Garcia into his
house after the latter had fled.
Neighbors found Mrs. Salas badly
wounded when they entered the house.
She was
Salas had
struck her on the head with the axe,
but whether the skull was fractured
or not could not be learned here last
nisht. Why Salas and his wife quarreled was not known here. The office
of Sheriff Julius Meyer received only
meager Information fam Torreon.
Palis escaped before any Df the residents of Torreon realized that G')rcia
was fatally wounded.
Sheriff Meyer
left hero at 8 o'clock to organize a
posse at Torreon to begin the' hunt
for Salas.

